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VOL. XV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

CITY NEWS.

HOLLAND
VI. H.

22.

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

LOCAL ITEMS.

The

grocery firm of

I)

&

P.

Dc

Vries

has been dissolved ami the business will

ROGERS, Editor and Publisher.

Mrs. M. Astra aod her son Roelof are hereafter be conducted by Mr. Dirk Do

Tenai

of Snbsoription
$1.50 per year if paid in xidtance; $1.75
paid at three month, and $2.00 if
paid at six month,

,

visiting in Chicago.

--

if

Miss Anna Dykema

-

TO LOAN.

York State. He will return the

served by mine host Spires,ol ‘'The Otta-

fol-

wa.”

to-day.

---

—

-

Gentle

reader

-

----

occupied by Mrs. Higgins is being

we

ask you to read the

was the

visit of

first

to

were delightedwith the

Mr. Mulliken

the Park. All

new

hotel and

surroundingsand the views about the sev*
era) parks generally.

“The Ottawa” came

in for especial encomiums
tion, elegant

Planing Mill, cut his

able manner in

left thumb iu a

upon its loca-

furnishing,aud the admir-

Kamperman, foreman in the Phomlx

-

“Letter from California” published In

It

and others of the party

North Carolina, called at
tojM&upy on
this
mis week.
weeK. Mr.
jir. Vyn
vvu has
nna been
ippn

is visiting friends

723.

where dinner was

the West Mich. Park,

east,

NO.

which

the guests were re-

“rip” ceived. At one o’clock the party returned
Putten dressed the by the “Savidge” and were conveyed by

shocking manner while operating

a

- uA_

saw/ Dr. Van

special train to Grand Rapids.
from the pen of a former mangled thumb and reports that he will
save the injured member from amputation.
lady resident of Holland. It is very inter— A Ecbces from the Meeting of the
Miss Bessie George, of Cedar Springs, esting.
Gerrit Van her Hill, a hoy of
Press Association.
is visiting Miss Harriet Hanson of this
years
employed
iu
the
Holland
Butter
A large new excavator or steam
city.
In the press of business incidenttc
Tub Factory, had the misfortune on last
shovel, built at Bay City, was tyought
Tuesday
to so badly cut the second aud commencement week and an office full o:
The Sunday School of the Methodist here on Wednesday last by conductor
job work, we could not give as mud
Church held a picnic at Macatawa last Gibbons for use on the Chicago and We«t third fingersof his left hand in a machine
all this

this issue and

caught.

--

•

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Apent.

§\mw

for the

put in readinessfor the dominie’s family

G. Vyn, of

Perch fishing has been good
week and large strings have been

PROVEN,

rp^vno^r’^P;
Swat’s
tHtAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Monday

lowing week with his family. The house
lately

in (he surburbau city of Grand Rapids.

Id sums to suit oo productive Heal Estate.

0fflce

Rev. G. S. Ayers, Rector of Grace

Church, leaves on

New

WHOLE

their return.
our
office
r>~
w'ul
ard J;il KS l,elpe,cf h0me ,0'day Tisillnehis 800 at Fremont nod rustical, i Last Wednesday afternoon Henry
acd will occupy hla pulpit to-morrow. ing
iDg at
at Macatawa.
Macatawa. He
He leaves
leaves for
for his
his home
home

sds^Ail advertlslny bills collectablequarterly.

L.JS.

col-

local

anglers are in their glory.

ii«"f”"pM0!E,dno£ol,TDlrec,or7' D01 "ver "'^eI,
Hahr,iice.8.u0fB,rlh8’ Marr,a?es- and Deaths pnblishe^withoaicharge for subscribers.

,

--

—

White Bass are in and the

t

MONEF

Vries. See notice elsewhere in our
umns.

The

3, 188(5.

Hotel,

gimtort}.

Wednesday.

for

Mich. R’y.

space in our last

sawing heading that amputation was

--

----

News

to

W

the meeting

ol

necessary..Dr. Wm. Van Putten per- this important associationto Western
There
will
be
no
Sunday
school
on
the
Nearly all the littlehamlets surroundformed the operation and dressed the iu Michigan as we desired, and hence th(
Commission Merchant, and
D Gr*iDvFlour and Produce. Highest ing Holland City are celebrating the first Sunday in each month at the Episco- jured hand.
occasion for this weak effusion. Thli
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
pal Church. Instead, a children’s service
Fourth of July.
State is boastful over the fact that it ha>
Elder Clapper, of Ventura, held ser- two Press Associations, the Michigan and
with short sermon by the pastor at
Bragt asd Xtliclcii.
The Knights of Honor of Grand Rapids 3:30 p. m.
vices on the corner of River and Eighth
the West 3Iichigan. Last season thej
"
to the number of seventy visited Macatawa
streets last Thursday evening. It seems
held a joint meeting at TraverseCity and
The Post Office will be closed on Mon- as though the old gentleman would never
slclans prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth St. last Wednesday.
It was attended by from two to three hun
day next with the exception of from 9 un- get over the conceit he obtained several
dred Interested parties. From this /ael
They say sliced cucumbers will kill til 11 o’clock and from 2 until 8 o’clock.
years ago, when he held rivlval meetings
the people of this city expected to wel
\ an den Berge s Family Medicines. Rirer Street.
cockroaches.We have never eaten them If you want mall on that day call between
here and met with cousiderablesuccess. come a larger number of “pencil pushers’
for that purpose.
those hours.
The residents now-a-days don’t seem to as their guests, and were somewhat disap—
CcaaiulsnMerchant.

T^£4£B'

—

--

-

Mrs.

Higgins, teacher in

her former home.

-

& (.0., Dealers in all
forDlture, Curtains, Wall Paper
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.

r .k

’

Hol-

-

-----

iiuiert.

The “Bum Boat”

-

Hotels,

,Gf°- ?• vyilliams’ Proprietor.
nV^Ahe£nly flF8^c,a»8b°tel in the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooma in the
‘L~
state, tree bus in connection with the hotel.

ni

street,

H., Livery and bale Stable;
near Market.

Mmfaetortn,Mills, Shops,zte.

Nlmhs'CJ'1'1
TTAN DER

Farm

—

—

imple-

t'”r- lil«" “-1

them a

-

-

-*•*-

-

V EN, J. SL, Manufacturesthe beet

pointed at not being able to extended the

July 3, 4, and 5 tickets will be sold

Holland at one fare

for

the round

trip

the Chicago &

West Michigan R’y. Tickets good

—
,n. ___
____
credit on either the

or the

Board. We

_

___

__

-

-

J

—

..
...
Buperintendent

think that, in order to

to re-

it

is to

welcome and receive cordially all

“distinguished”
strangers, and especially

and when

redeem themselves, Hie board should now

professionalgentlemen,

analyze tho well established fact:

week Thursday the steamer landed at the

‘•That the old black hen, ebe crossed the road,"

call*

to all points on the line of

be observedby
brate.”

many

as the

will also

“day we

McE:r

ru,r8‘oDa

"/

dock

at

3Iacatawais it any wonder

lasl

that a

most Influentialand
* The reason why she crossed the road
respected citizens h»d gathered therein
Was because she crossed the road, sir.”
spite Df the fact of so many jmrely local
events that were occurring in tho cityl
There has nothing happened that has
When the party was landed and taken to
given the editor of the News so much
large number of our

find

pleasure as tho recording of tho promo-

H..,

p.m

O.
Physician and Surgeon Office
A^ATE&,
at residence on the corner of River and
£..

cele-

Our Board

of Education is

now

the Park House and given into the hinds

o.‘

„(

unusual

-L

^I3T

Ul lut!
7ern t
I
r18at“fHope
!;!
Western
Theological
Seminary

1st, 1880:

Miss Flora Patterson, Mol! fa Sears, Mr.

parties wh") are indebted to us will

please call and settle,

commence

a ferry boat between

We

a short

money”

way

to the new

to

hotel, ‘‘The Ottawa”, where .a lunch,

all

“liquid refreshment”and a dance seemed

are about

an active campaign against

entire party found its

our delinquents, and if a desire to “savn to attract the

lettersremaining in -the post-

officeju Holland, Mich., July

as

and very informal reception nearly the

All

B,

“Savidge” acted

the different laudiogs and after

gratulating him.

whom to employ
Schools. They
have secured a number as will be seen
ling with the question

frieuds here join us In con-

wrest-

as teachers iu the Public

success.
Tmr ",
----

many warm

fr-™ pro^m,., , „d.
arranged.
__
___

.

Physicianand Surgeon. Res- Macatawa Beach are being
IV ideuce on Twelfth street, cor. ol Market St
Office at the drug store of Eremers & Bangs.. 01- The season promises to be one of

A

On
at

---

much

and they would

many

on„„ntr
^

6

Howard Store on

advertising is given gratuitously.

soars high in

Michigan towns to-day. Monday

Lours from ll a. m. to 12 m.,aud from 5 to

ing refreshmentsat the

-

--

-

The American Eagle

PhyilsUci.

REMERS,

—

___

__

of Landlord Ryder, and bis estimable
tion of one of Holland's most honored and
tramps during his midnight rambles turn not later than July 6, 1830.
around the chy the past two weeks.
gentlemanlycitizens,Mr. M. W. Rose, to wife, a general round of handshaking and
The farmers in this locality qeed not go the position of Assistant General Freight •how do you do sir” was indulged in and
Miss Lena Pfanstiehl and Miss Erne- away from home for their agriculturalIm- Agent of the Chicago and West Michigan the Committee on Hotels wore enabled to
line Dutton, teachers in the Muskegon plements. Our dealers will supply their
R’y. Mr. Rose entered upon the duties of assign “the guests” to their quarters.
schools, are home for the vacation.
wants cheaply and honestly.Tills bit of his office on last Thursday, July 1. His The fast and elegantly fltted steam yacht

Oils Sutler

VTAN RAALTE, B., dealear in

have completed arrangementsfor furnish-

military excursionfrom Grand

•

VriiJBKLINK,J.

A^Ninth

A

—

-

ladles of Grace Episcopal Church

River street to-day. Do not fail to give

Rapids to Muskegon is advertised to pass
through this city July 5th.
— «•*Officer Odell has captured eighteen

IpiSISi
Llrery

-

J

-

The

{faint.

take so well to the Elder.

criminatelv.
--

The cornice,
cornice- the
thi
The
front, and sides, of
the City Hotel are receiving a much
needed coat of

abt\

la^t

crlminately.

Pl’TTEN, G. * SUNS, General Ucler. li has bee“ arranged.

°R&r “d

at Macatawa

Sunday was the scene of great confusion,*The
mu. uumu
jc.uucauonhave
settled right band of hospitablefriendshipto a
Board oi
of Education
have settled
in which lager beer, men, boys, broken ithe “spanking machine” difficulty. The larger number. If there ia anythingthat
noses and gashed faces were mixed indis-/ result is such as will not reflect anv too the people of Holland take pride in doing

A large Sabbath school excursion from
ixuiuwaiouto
iu jiac
Kalamazoo
Macatawa Park, July 14th

tfnert
Offtrt Bialert.

fice

the

land Public School is visiting in Otsego,

furalturs.

yAS

S. J.

-

will stimulatethose characters

into calling early we will make liberal de-

men whoso “pen is mightier
and held the majority of

than the sword”

them

until nearly morning.

Friday morn-

ing the crowd of journalistswcr« escorted

ductions, hut if not, we shall charge full
price and take active measures to collect about

the noted resort and shown tho
Irom tho “Golden
every cent duo us, even if It costs all and
Wm. Verbkkk, P. M.
College will meet in this city on Tuesday
oven more than the several amounts of Gate” to the tops of “Lookout Mountain”
aud Surgeon. Office
1U at alsh s i£hy,iiclau
Drug Store. Residence,Ninth July 13.
M. Notier, of the Holland Crystal their indebtedness. Wre must aud will and Mount Pisgah. The ecomiums from
Street, three doors east of cornel- of Ninth and
rish streets
Creamery, informs us that about eight have these accounts settled either to our tho members of the party were such as to
The steamer “Daisy” will leave Holi
hundred
pounds of butter is made daily at benefit or to the discreditof those owing fill the hearts of those of our residents
Witeiaitnd Jevelry.
land to-day at 12:30 for Saugatuck on an'
the creamery. The returns he gets shows us.-,_ ....... ..... •
..... — within hearing with pride aud respect for
excursion,and will return here in the
'Jhat the butter brings the bigbist market
the good judgment and taste possessed by
evening.
pttccr
It is evident that Dr. Hess is doing a even so poor an object as an editor. Tho
great amount of good here in our commuTI7YKEUY8EN, H., acalt-r in Watchts,Clocks.
The Methodist Church Social will be
last meeting of the association was held in
T T Jewelryand (Spectacles, cor. Ninth aud CeA large and very pleasant Lawn Party nity, for people come from near and far
held at the home of Mrs. T. J. Boggs on
dar streets.
the crave at the foot of the south mountoccurredat the home of Supt. Hummer, for treatment. All of whom are satisfied
Wednesday evening of next week. All
ain. Dr. Chas. Scott delivered an address
of the Public School, on fast week Fri- but he is th doctor. A well known citi
are invited.
of welcome which was respopded_to by
day night, in which the teachersand zen of our place was heard to say to a
C. II. Hampton. Resolutionsof thanks
We notice that the columns of our city many of the pupils of the High School friend on the street that he wouldn’t he
to the good people who had entertained
journals contain but a limited account of participated.
willing to take one hundred dollars for
the association during the week, and apthe closing exercises of our High School.
the benefit already received from the
proprlate memorial resolutionson the
The Detroit Journal says that the
Why is this thusiy.
treatment of Dr. Hess. Another man livevenings, Jan. 20, freb. IV, March 17, April ll
deaths of Editors Rlcaby, of St. Joseph,
homes of the pretty girls of this city are
May 12. Juno 10, July 14. Aug. 11. bept. 8, Uct. 13
ing here who was treated 8 years ago by
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. bt. Jobn.s days June 24, and
They say that talk is cheap, but our marked by broken front gates. That is
aud Earle of Hartfordwere passed. The
Dec. *7.
him who at the beginning of his treatelection of officers resulted thus*
D. L. Boyd. W. M. * experiencelends us to believe that this is not so, if it were nearly every front gate
ment was considered hopeless was cured
0. Buktman, Ssc'v.
not always true, especially when it Is in this city would be broken, and that we
^Presldent-W. P. Mabel,, Bin K.pld,
and has remained well ever since, these
know
is not true.
through
the
telephone.
Knights of Labor.
cases can he referred to if necessary. The
----Harmony Assembly,No. 3,719. of Holland City,
ff- perrymeet in Udd Fellows Rail every week. All comFor Ice Cream and othet* refreshments De Hollander has just entered upon its Doctor will again visit Holland, Monday,
municationsshould be addressed to
visit the Howard store on River street to- thirty-sixth volume. Bro. Benjaminse, July 5lh, at the City Hotel.
a%Try-,,ReD'' Barkcr’ Keed City
• Uabmony Lock Box,
Holland, Mich, day. The ladies of Grace Episcopal
the publisher, and “our neighbor”,Is getBailway Officials Visit the Park.
Jrurcr-L‘J*Merch,nt’ Bt josepb
Church have it in charge.
ting to be afraid the paper will soon he as
Ledeboer btreeUS formerlJ, occupied by the late Dr.

\f

5i-

beauties of the place

\S

.

...

SSSFwsw**!

,, ,

—

'7'y '
Our

—

lUarfeets.

—

--

-

\\ e expect to be able to notice in

old as he is. At all events
a few abundant prosperity.

weeks that a large and growing industry
Produce, Etc.

midst. Negotianow pending for securing it.

will be located in our

(WHOLESALE.)

tions are

Ihe Fourth of July coming on Sunday
; 0“lo““' !0c; Po,‘‘°*>
RETAIL.
this year, there will be special services at

-wsolr1 <7'
Apples. 40,

Me;

Beans, gl.25; Batter, lie;

Ems Grace EpiscopalChurch, set

18c; Honey, 18c; Onious.tiOc; Potatoes, new

forth by the

90c.

ecclesiastical
authority of the Diocese.

Orals, Peed, Etc.
. (WHOLESALE.)
(Corrected emu Friday Ou IF. 17. Beach.)

A party was

here this week desiring to

secure forty or more rooms for two
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, W 100 lbs., 70c; Bariev
2 cwvtMO, doyer seed, Jj 1m.$5.40; Corn Meal months at our summer resort. The ac-

2

gewt, Wc-

corn, shelled, nowW-Ffaui;

$4.20; Fine Corn Meal, B 100 lbs., il 40-

Feed. »Vd5 tb^

LTi' T'

t^j

Feed » commodations are not half large enough.

Hay. iS.’oJ

0a,B’ 26®28c;

Fcaf ' Barle/' W 100 lbs., $6.00: Rye, 50c: Timothy Seed, $2.10; Wheat,
Lancaster Red, 75. Corn, ear, 32c. «ed F“[“- 'S;
'

RETAIL.

V

J?Umiwh«etaoV60cj,Bran‘* 100 n>p ' 75ci Barley,
seed,
lb., ^.OO; Corn
^L100 ?*’' 900 ». Com, shelled.50c; Flour.
B4.60; Fine corn meal, V 100 lbs.. 81 60- Fesn «a
ton, Sl9.00: Feed. ¥ 10?
Rai Sio’oo
i

iSaffrloiSiClover

IliVi

A

^

lbs.,

m*>*- W;

Oats, 8^-

Buttermilk is

the popular and refresh-

ing drink indulged in by the thirsty public
these
these hot
hot and
and sultry
sultry days. It
It

is
is

a

indeed a

very healthy and refreshing beverage.

The

Jtsr--0-

we

wish him

- —

Wednesday morning fast

Superin-

tendent Agnew’s car of the Chicago and

Grand Rapids to Macatawa on July 16

Rejleelor. .

Delegatesto the National Press AsWest Mich. R’y, arrived in this city by
Our citizensshould not loose sight of
sociatlon at Denver, Col. next Juno; M.
special train with the followingnamed
the fact that the steamer “Daisy” leaves
gentlemen: J. B. Mulliken, Detroit,GenHolland daily at 5:30 p. m. and arrives in
eral Manager; J. K. V. Agnew, General
Saugatnck In time for the Chicago boats.
Superintendent; A. Carpenter, Traffic
It is a very pleasant way to visit the
Manager; J. H. Carpenter, late General
“Garden City” and a very cheap way also.
Freight
Agent; M. W. Rose, Assistant
<••».
At 11:45 the party took the sU
General
Freight
Agent; Wm. A. Gavett,
As the cherry is now here, it would be
Macatawa for this city and a portion
well for “our housewives”to boor in mind Assistant General PassengerAgent, J.
guests took dinner at the City HoU
that if they put the cherries into a bucket Sterling, General Road Master, G. W.
the balance at the Phoenix Hotel,
3Iotive Power, of
of water they can detect the wormy ones Watrous,Superintendent
the “feed” carriageswere supplied
by seeing them rise to the top, while the the Chicago and West Mich. R’y; J. W.
the entire party were driven abou
sound, healthy ones sink to the bottom. Cowrtright,of Boston, Mass.; H. N.
city. Nearly all of those who had
Remember this.
Moore, A. V. Pantlind, J. Boyd Pantlind,
visitedHolland before were surprii
H. W. Nash, 31. C. Burch, Geo. W. the size, the beauties, and the numl
General Traffic Manager W. A. Car- Thompson,
Thompson, A.
A. B.
B. Cole,
Cole, Wm. A.
A. Smith,
Smith
manufactories with which oar ei
renter is now acting General Manager of R. M. Montgomery, Chas. Skinner
j'
blessed and many very compliment*
-

-

-

W

M

H

p.„„.
‘‘fiflpremeTemple of the Patriar-

chial Circle” will give an excursion from

Executive Committee— H. M. Rose
Grand Rapids Leader and C. C. PhilliDs’
Bangor
rnuilP,»

marks were heard expressed by the e<

depart for Europe on a three months visit,

and Mr. Carpenterwill occupy his place

Kye’60c: T,mothy The picnic will be held at Scott’s Grove.
during his absence.

Rapids. Toe party were hero joined by
and their ladies. We
Otto Breyman of this city and proceeded
hear more in the near
by tho magnificentsteam-tug Geo. P.

shill
future

undoub
and as

are uttered we shall “echo” them tbi

Savidge, chartered for the occasion, to

the columns of the

News.

.

'

* »

-:3'
r«
•

.

.

'

Archie Reeves. He made a speech on the
gallows, saying: “I killed Reeves willfully,
but hope to die like a man. I have nothing
against anybody. The juiv gave me justice, but I want tho people to do everybody
justice. I know God is willingto save me,
and I hope He will. Whisky was the cause
of all my trouble. I warn the young men
about marryingas I did. I want to tell
them it is wrong to tell the girls that you
love when you don’t. I hope my death will
save ten thousand. I want everybodyto be
saved from sin.”

Lake Short and Michigan Southern RailADDITIONAL NEWS.
road: “An engine and caboose of the Lake
Shore Road, carrying a large party of PinkChicago telegram:“The officialsof the
erton detectivesand Town of Lake nolice,
Lake Shore Road, being determined to reundertook to reach Englewood. The striking
Brief
of tke Proceedswitchmen seized engines belonging to the samti business at their freight yards in and
HOLLAND
MICHIGAN.
«f
CoBffreM.
St. Paul and Nickel- Plate Roods and gave about Oklcago, terrifiedthe strikers by
chase, capturingthe Lake Shore train at placing along the track one hundred and
The Senate took up the bill repealing the preGrand Crossing, oud hauling it back to the twenty-eight policemen, armed with clubs,
round-houseat Forty-third street. When revolvers,or Winchester rifles. The crowds emption and timber culture law* at Its eeaBion
the officers fired upon the strikers, during were driven from the crossings, the new on Juno 22, and rejected the Ingalls amendment
applying to all lands the Blair amendment prothe race, many of the latter leaped off. switchmen were protected in discharging hibiting the acouiBition of more than 640 acres
John Newell, manager of the Lake Shore their duties, and the yards were of desert land under one ownership. The
After the marriage of Reason Stamper Road, notified Sheriff Hanchett and his cleared of cars soon after midday, original amendmentwas then rejected by a veto
In a hospital at Buffalo, in the ease of a
and Mrs. Hattie Dinkins at Ashland, Ky., bondsmen that they will be held liable for without a shot having been fired.”.
woman with a tumor in her throat, an openMiss Frances Piles attempted to shoot the all damages that may accrue from riotous The nailers’ strike at Belleville,111., has sent tho following nominations to the Senate :
proceedings.”
ing was made into the stomach, through
ended, the Pittsburgh arrangementproving ^a^d. N. Burke, of New York, Consul of the
groom, who, she said, had promised to
United States at Puerto Cabello: Edward T.
whicti food is passed directly. . .New York
Iron
men
all over the country are deep- satisfactory to both operators aud workmen.
Pittman, Receiver of Public Moneys, Durango,
marry her. The bride fell in a faint, and
dispatch: Ex- PresidentArthur has gone the Piles woman heightened the excitement ly interestedin the doings of the Gogebic .... Seven hundred men employed in tho Colorado; Samuel L. Gilson,of Pennsylvania,
Agent for the Indians at BUrt Pock
to New London, Conn. He was accompaby charging Stamper with having com- iron syndicate,made up of Cleveland, Chi- packing- house of John P. Squire, at Cam- Agency, Montana; John
Galloway,
nied by his son Allan, his sisters (Mrs. Mcbridge,
Massachusetts,
have
joined
the
mittal a murder two years ago ____ In Bal- cago, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee,Toledo, and
appraiser of the right of way of
Elrov and Mrs. Caw), Miss Nellie Arthur
Knights of Labor, aud made a demand for the SouthernKansas Railroad Company through
timore George 0. Forsyth fatally wounded Dayton capitalists. Nearly $,2(K).0()0has
and her maid, and Dr. Peters. Mr. Arthur
an advance of from 10 to 20 per cent, in Indian Territory.Registersof Land Officeshis wife with a revolver and then shot him- already been invested in the work. Tho
wages. .
walked through the railway station leaning self dead. She was employed in a printsyndicate’sstock is $5,000,0(K).An exploron the arm of his son. lie stepped up ing-office.
From computationsmade at tho TreasPloring and developing fund of $500,000
to the platform alone, but slipped and nearhas been set aside. It is estimated that the ury, based on last year’s receipts, it is esly fell at the top step. * Recoveringhimself
Thomas H. Perrin, Alton, HI : Barnes Able, Aunew converters now in process of erection timated that the Randall tariff bill, intro- bunj.
WASIIIIVGTOIV.
^ ! John J- Ankeny, Minneapolis,Minn. ;
he entered the car. The ex- President looked
will require from 300,000 to 500,000 tons of
8. Curtis Symonds, Hudson, Wis. ; James E.
pale and worn. Several friends came to
duced
iu
the
House
last
week,
will
effect
n
Washington dispatch:At a House Bessemer ores annually, and that the GoMcDonald, Ligonier,Ind.; Predonck A. Edsay good-by. To one of them he said: “Mv
gebic ores will be able to displace from reductionin tho Government revenue of wards, Webster City, Iowa; Joseph J. Topliff,
Democratic
caucus,
with
nearly
all
the
only trouble is my stomach.” Then he
Longmont, Col. In the House of Representatives
$34,077,665, including$7,044,452 on ac400,000 to 500,000 tons of foreign ores.
Mr. Morrison called up the proposed change
added, laughingly: “You know how good Democratic Representativespresent,Messrs.
count of reductions of tariff on dutiable of rule making it in order to amend a general
that used to be.” In reply to a question his Carlisle, Morrison and Randall were aparticles, $1,526,124 on account of the addi- pension bUl by adding a provision for the impophysiciansaid that his patient was progress- pointed a committeeto select and push to
tions to the free list, aud $26,407,088 on sition _of a tax to meet the expenditures reing favorably,and without doubt would be the point of action such of the measuresas
The elections in Nova Scotia have re account of the removal of the iuternal
benefitedby a change of air.
it should deem proper to attempt to pass
suited as was anticipated. The fight was tax on tobacco, etc. The revenue for duMayor Grace removed General Alex- before adjournment. Soon after the selecrare spectacle of the rival leaders of the
made squarely and fairly on tho issue of ties on steel railway bars is reduced from majority party, Mr. Randall and Mr. Morrition of the committeeMr. Randall asked if
Land Commissioner
ander Shaler from his position as Presiwithdrawing
from
the Canadian Dominion. $112,955 to $86,409
son, in apparentaccord, they soon fell to belathe action of the caucus meant an adjournSparks has rendered a decision that unsur- boring each other In good set terms. Mr. Mordent of the Health Board, and forwarded
ment by July 15. There was a hearty Parliament was dissolved for the purpose. veyed lauds are not affected by tho indem- rison
and General Bragg maintained that tho
The Premier of Nova Scotia appealed to
to Governor Hill, for his approval, a copy chorus of “Yes! yes!” from all sides.
Randall faction, in voting against consideration
nity withdrawal.
the
electors
on
a
policy
favoring
secession.
of the evidence and findings in the case
of tho tariff bill, had violated the pledges conAccording to the June report of the The result is that of the thirty-eightmemOne of ihe most destructive hailstorms tained iu tho “platform’’ of 1881. Mr. Randall,
tried before him, in which General Shaler
was charged with receivinga bri l>e for his Department of Agriculture, the prospect bers elected twenty-nine are “seceders,”and that ever occurred in the Northwestis re- on the contrary claimed that his course in the
House upon tho tariff question had been
vote in favor of the purchase of certain ar- for the coming apple crop is mnteriaUy be- only nine are \u favor of keeping up the ported from Walsh and Grand Forks Coun- in entire accord with the “spirit’’ of
mory sites while acting as a member of the low an average outside of the New' En- Dominion connection. A majority of the
tho
aforesaid platform, and resented the
ties, in Dakota. The storm covered a width
criticisms upon his conduct with much
gland and Middle States. The orchards of seeederp favor annexation to the United
old Armory Board.
States, and boldly proclaim their views on
of two mHes and extended for more than warmth. A motion by Mr. Reed to lay
Bouby, tho big rhinoceros,just imported the Ohio Valley and Northwest suffered se- this point.
Mr. Morrison’s motion on the table was deverely from the cold winter and the late
twenty miles, and at Inkster, in Grand Forks feated, and tho motion went over. Nino vetoes
from Hamburg, died at the New York Cen- frosts of spring.
An association of anarchists, fifty in County,^ it extended for more than four of privatepension bills were laid before tho
tral Park ZoologicalGarden last week.
and referred. Several of tho President's
The Senate Committee on Pensionswill number, has been discoveredat Hull, a miles. Crops iu the storm-devastated district House,
torse sentences and ironical suggestionswere
The animal cost $5,000, and was only put prepare a bill, to be passed over the Presi- lumber settlemeut across the river at Otta- were almost entirely wiped out. A Nor- greeted with applause and laughter. Mr Morinto his new quarters a few days previous.
wegian church four miles from Graftou, in rison informed tho House that he bod concluded
dent’s veto, giving to the widow of Gen. wa, Ont. Their oath binds them to burn,
It was Supposedto be the largestone in the
Welsh County, was blown to pieces and lor tho present not to renew his motion to go
kill, and destroy, and they have been iu
into committee of tho whole on tho tariffbill.
world living in captivity. An affection of David Hunter a pension of $50 per month.
communicationwith Chicago anarchists re- converted into kindlingwood, and hailPresident Cleveland sent in seven vetoes
the lungs is supposed to have been the ---- The report that Secretary Manning has garding the manufacture of tiomlw and stones the size of nuts could bo gathered
cause of death.
suffereda relapse is denied bv his private
up
with
a
shovel
thirty hours after tho of private pension bills to tho Senate Juno 23.
dynamite. The discovery has caused much
Senate voted to reconsidertho vote by
A Providence, R. I., dispatch reportsa secretary. The latter says Mr. Manning, excitement at Ottawa. . .The seventh an- storm. Scores of farmers are left destitute. Tho
which it had passed the bill prohibiting Conwho is at Hot Springs, Ya., is in ns good
The
damage
in the district so far as reportnual convention of photographers was held
gressmen from acting as attorneys for land-grant
distressingaccident, by which six lives were
health now as he was at any time during
ed is thought to be not less than $oU0,U0U. railroads, and the measure was then referred
at St. Louis, with 1,000 delegates present.
sacrificed. E. G. Fanner, his wife, Mary the six months previous to his recent illness.
totho Judiciary Committee.In discussingtho
The exhibition of views was most creditmatter, Mr. Beck said ho was himself n lawyer,
E., and daughter, Mamie, aged six; Mr. C.
able.
Thk river and harbor bill, with amendments, and would not place any indignity on the profesW. Girsch, wife, and two children, both
A New York dispatch says “the total was rejiortcdto tho Senate on the 28th ult. The sion of the law. When electee! to Congress,
men being members of the firm of Farmer,
conferencerci>ort on tho pensionappropriation however, ho found that his public duties reThe
Republican
State
Convention
of
number
of failures reported to Bradstreet n
quired all his time— not being possessed of tho
Girsch A Co., engravers and printers;also
hill was proeoatedto tho Senate and agreed to.
transcendentabilities that the Senator from New
William G. Brayton, their traveling sales- Alabama met at Montgomery with about last week is 161, against 179 the preThe House receded from its disagreements. York perhaps possessed. Tho country believed
man, and
wife,
for one hundred delegates present, one-half
1 lio Senate, by a vote of JJ to 12, decided to inthat the ?5,000a year received by Senators and
vious week, and 184 in the like sist
upon it« amendment to tho postoffleehi>- Kepresentativesiu Congressentitled tho people
a sail down the bay in the sailboat Wan- white. Speecheswere made favoring the week last year, 153 in 1884, 165 in
propriation giving a subsidy to Pacinc to their whole senices, nnd if Senators or
derer. They reached Bristol safely, and,
nominationof a State ticket. All the ut- 1883, and 137 in 1882. Canada had 13 Mail steamships. The Senate pass& Representativescould not live on that comafter a short stop, started toward Prudence
terances were for a protectivetariff and the against 12 last week and 20 last vear. The a bill granting a pension ol txoj a pensation they had no right to supplement
month to tho widow of tho late (Jen it by taking fees from corjiorations whose
Island. The wind was blowing strong,
Blair educat'onal bill. The convention de- total failures in the United States from
nd Mr. Brayton, who was sailing the boat, clined to nominate a ticket, leaving it with January 1 to June 24 is 5,278, against 6,065 Stannard of Vermont. A bill authoiizingiho interests were adverse to those of the people.
Presidentto appoint and retire Alfred Pleuson- The entire legislative day in the House was
was unable to manage the craft. When enton as Major General wae introducediu tho occupied by the Republicans iu filibusteringto
the executive committee to put one out or m twenty-fiveweeks of 1885, a decline of
tering Potter’sCove the boat capsized,and
Senate. The Senate debated the veto of tho prevent the Democratsfrom adopting a rule
not. as it may think best ..... The Demo- 787. or 31 J weekly. The total in 175 days
Des Moines River laud bill without action, Sensix of the party were drowned. The four
cratic conventionof the Twelfth Illinois of 1884 was 5,311, or 67 less than this year; ator hearts (N. Y\) opposing and SenatorAllison which would result in sottingapart for the benefit of pensioners
the revenuesto be derived from
children were in the cabin, and were not
District nominated George Anderson, of in 1883 it was 5,077; and iu 1882 it was (Iowa) favoring the passage of tho biil over th j a tax on incomes. Messrs. Morrison and Ranagain seen alive.
3,496.
veto. President Cleveland sent to tho Senate dall have fought shoulder to shoulder in tnis
Quincy, for Congress on the 230th ballot.
the name of William (i. Ewing to bo United fight, and only ten Democrats,including Messrs.
The Knights of Labor in Maine proStates District Attorneyfor tho Nort. o,n Townshend and Worthington, of Illinois, aided
District of Illinois. Mr. Randall intro- the Republicanopposition. Nothing occurred to
pose to address open letters to the canA Paris dispatch says that an 11-year- duced his tariff bill in the House. break the uninterestinground of roll-callsexCity Marshal John Cowey, of De- didates for the office of Governor, and to
Mr. King, of Louisiana,introduced m tho House cept an occasionalpass between Morrison and
troit City, Minn., was fatally shot by a all candidatesfor the Legislature, de- old girl who had been treated by Pasteur a resolutioncondemning the pro)>oBul of tho members on the Republicanside. The latter freFrench Government to assist the Panama Canal quentlyproposed to improve tho time by going
desperado and gambler named Kellaher. manding a decided “yes” or “no” without for rabies aud bad returnedto her home, Company by moans of a lottery loan us opinmed on with tho appropriation bills or with tho Blair
any
“glittering generalizations."
Among
to the Monroe doctrine,and calling on the Sechas
died
of
hydrophobia
....
Herr
Knipp
is
pension bill. Randall repliedthat he would
The assassin was placed in jail, from
retary of State for all corresi>ouduuco
hearing
care of the appropriationbills, nnd Morriwhence he was taken by a mob of masked other things in the interests of labor, preparingto establish a foundry for the on tho subject. Mr. Gallinger. of New Hamp- take
son informed them that there would be no
they
will
demand
that
the
candidates manufacture of cannon at Nikolaief, the
men and hanged to a tree, after which his
shire, introducedin the House a resolution proabout the pension bill if the Repubpledge themselvesto vote for a ten-hour Russian naval station at the junction of tho viding for an inquiry by the Civil-service Re- trouble
body was riddled with bullets.
licans would agree to amend it by providing for
law, employers’ liabilitybill, repeal of the
form Committee into the truth of newspaper rotax to meet tho expendituresthat would reSolomon Musser, formerly Mayor of law of imprisonment for debt, and the Ingul and Bug Rivers .... The French jiorts that the Democratic CampaignCommittee asult
from its passage. The proceedingswere
Chamber of Deputies has appointed is soliciting contribution.!irom Democratic
conducted in good temper on both sides, and
Cameron, Mo., has been mulcted in $000 abolition of the trustees process .... The a special commission of eleven memCongressmen and others in the employ were ended by tho arrival of the fixed hour for
in their State Con- bers to report upon the bill to enfor calling Colonel Harwood, the Republi- Illinois Prohibitionists,
of the Government While tne sundry adjournment. The Democrats did not have a
vention
at
Springfield, adopted a cold- able tho Panama Canal Company civil appropriation bill was under consideration quorum at any time, and the Sergeant-at-arms
can candidate for Congress, a thief, robber,
In the House Mr. Laird (Neb.) made a su\oio atwas unable to find any of the absentees in tho
and murderer.... William Quarles, Ed- water platform and nominated Henry W. to raise $120,000,(100by means of a lottery tack upon Commissioner Sparks in his adminis- city.
Austin of Oak Park for Stale Treasurer,and loan. Eight of the eleven members are
ward Hollis.W. L. Bochunau, and Albert
tration of the General Land Office. Mr. Cobb
The bill repealing tho pre-emption and timU. Z. Gilmer of Quincy for State Superin- known to be hostile to the measure. . .After (Ind.) defended the Commissioner, declaring
Jaystall, all of whom participated in
tendent of Public Instruction. . .The Re- five years of deadlock between Prussia and
that
his
action
was
meeting
with
the ber-culture laws passed the Senate, on Juno 24,
the late Southwestern Railroad strike,
condemnation
every land-grabber by a vote of 34 yeas to 20 nays. Tho Senate
were found guilty of conspiracy in publicans of the Twelfth Indiana District England over their respectiverights to the and speculatorin the ’ public lauds.
passed tho bill providing for the appointment
have nominatedfor Congress Captain James appointment of the Protestant Bishop of
the Criminal Court at Parsons, Kas.,
Mr. Puyson (111.) said that he, as a member of and compensation of a United States District
B. White, a grocer of Fort Wayne.
. .U. M.
Jerusalem,
Prussia
has
decided
to
found
the
Committee
on
Public
Lands,
had
advised
and were sentenced to pay $100 Broder has been nominated by the ProhibJudge for tho Southern District of Alabama,
and counseled CommissionerSparks to issue with an amendment offered by Senator Logan
an independentPrussian Bishopric at tho
fine and costs and serve thirty days' impristhe
order
of
Ai-ril
J,
18HV
and
ho
sto-sl
by
that
itionistsfor Congress in the Thirteenth Holy City. . .The Count de Paris and his
(111.) which fixes the salariesof all United States
onment in the county jail. Counsel for
order to-day. It was said that Sparks was District Judges at 55,000 a year, and prohibdefendantsfiled a motion for a new trial. Illinois District.... The Democrats of the party met with an enthusiastic reception an enthusiast He was an enthusiast; its nepotism on tho part of Federal Judges.
Sixteenth District of Ohio have nominated upon their arrival at Dover, England. The
but his enthusiasm iu reference to this
....A spark ignited the warehouse of the
The Fitz John Porter bill was allowei to reach
Beriah Wilkins for Congress.
party consisted of the Count and Countess question was in favor of the j>oor man
ConsolidatedOil Tank Line Company at
who
desired
to
receive
a
home
from
a vote In the Senate on the 2»th of July, although
Following is the vote, as recorded in of Paris, the Duke of Chartes, the Duke of his country. Sparks’ order was a notice
Peoria, 111., and the structure was quickly
destroyed. The blazing oil from a huge the Senate, on the passage of the Fitz- Orleans, and fifty companions.They were to land-grabbersthat
halt was to the debate only began at a late hour tho previreceived by a large crowd. Tho Mavor and
bo called upon them, and ho (Mr. Puyson) re- ous afternoon. General Logan limited himself
tank spread across the railroad tracks to John Porier bill:
petted that owing to the pressure that had been to a speech of two or throe hours. Senator Conchief magnates of the town boarded the
the Peoria and Pekin Union freight house,
YEAS.
brought by letters written bv men st» ei»ed In ger restrained himself entirely. Senator Telvessel,
welcomed
the
party,
expressed
symwhich, with thirty freight cars and one Beck,
George,
fraud up to their eyes there hud not been suffi- ler spoke briefly,&s did Senator Blair, and SenPugh,
ator Plumb only talked an hour. Senator
pathy with them, and presented an address
Gibson,
coach, was consumed. The total loss is Bern*,
cient backbone on tho part of the Secretary of
Ransom,
Plumb addressedhimself wholly to the DemoBlackburn,
Gorman,
to
the
Count
of
Paris,
to
which
the
latter
tho
Interior
to keep that order in existence.
'Itiildletmrger,
estimated at $250,000,with heavy insurance.
cratic Senators. He charged every ox-ConfederBrown,
Grav,
Saveli,
made a feeling reply, in which he said that
ato openly with voting for tho billon previous ocTheatricalinterest at Chicago centers Butler,
Hoar,
Vance,
he rejoiced that he had so many friends in
casions because they wanted to reward a Union
•Call.
Jones (Ark.),
Vest,
in the fine work of the Union Square Com- , Cameron.
General who helped them to win tho second
THE MARKETS.
England. An address from Frenchmen in
Janet (New),
Voorhoes,
battle of Bull Run. Mr. Plumb's remarks
McPherson,
all parts of Great Britain was also presentpany at McVicker’s Theater. The local Cockrell,
Walthall,
brought Mr. Butler to his feet, and he resented
Coke,
Maxey
Whittbome,
ed to the Count. >
NEW YORK.
in the most impasHionate manner the charge
press is unanimous in pronouncingit the Colquitt,
Mitchell (Ore.),Wilson(Md.j-30
Beeves,
that
he and some of his colleagueshad any
most perfect dramatic organizationever
NATS.
Thomas Poweh O’Connor telegraphs
friendly feeling for a General who they believed
Hale,
Palmer,
seen in the West. The play selected for this Aldrich,
as follows from London: “The progress of I WuEAT”5*°-\ White ............. H8 &
betrayedthe flag ho was fighting under, and he
Allison,
Harrison,
Sawyer.
week is “Love’s Martyr,” by the author Conger.
added with a little of tho air of tho South CaroHawley,
SiHxttur,
the campaign has made the land bill im- j Corn-No. 2.....
'Jo If .‘J?
lina code, that if the Senator from Kansas hod
of the “Two Orphans, A which brings out Cullom,
Ingalls.
Teller,
Oath- Western ................... 33 ($
made his remarks a little more personal, and in
possible. The bill is dead and buried beLogan.
the entire company, with the exception of Exarts,
Wilton (la.)— 17.
Poke— Now Mess ................10.25 <310.75
anotherplace, he (Butler) would have resented
yond the hope of resurrectionby Gladstone
Manderton.
Miss Bnrroughsand Miss Harrison. Miss Frye.
CHICAGO.
them in a different fashion. Tho bill
[Rbcai
iKCAPrrcLATioN: Republicansin italics. or any other man. Mr. Childers, Secretary Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers 5.25 @ 5.75
Caroline Hill, an accomplished actress, Democrats
was
passed-yeas 30. nays 17. In the
in roman. Yeas— I'
Republicans,(jj of State for the Home Department,and
Good Shipping ......... 4.75 @ 5.25
House
of Representatives Mr. Bayne, of
represents the leading feminine character Democrats, 1M. Nays-Republicans, 17; DemoCommon ............... 8.75 @ 4.25
Pennsylvania, made a bitter attack ujwn the
several other Gladstouites,including some
crats, 0.|
in the play.
Hogs— Shipping Grades ......... 4.25 <«) 4 75
Presidentfor his vetoes of pensionbills, twenty
The Senate ElectionsCommittee voted of the Premier's most prominentcolleagues, FLOUJi— Extra spring ............ 4.25 @4.75
of which had just boon real. “Ho was astoundA party of three hundred persons went
are already pledged against not only this \\ heat— No. 2 Spring .............
72V,
7314
ed at the vetoes, “ says the report “In the
by steamer from Cleveland to Fairport, last week to report against an investigation proposal, but any similar scheme. Public
whole historyof the Republic,'Iij said, “they
Oath— No. 2 ....................... <20
<27
were without a parallel.Austoro ana
Ohio, where some intoxicatedmen raided a of the bribery charges made against Sen- opinion leads the ministry in the matter.
Butter — Choice Creamery ....... 14V@ !l5V rigorous Andrew Jackson, desirous of asFine Dairy .............12 @ .13
tenement-house occupied by Polanders. ator Payne (O.) on the wound that there is Ihe landlords have got just what they deserting hia power and making individuSeveral of the excursionistswere injured, not sufficientevidence to support the served, according to popular ideas, by ‘their CiiEESE-Full Cream, Cheddar.. .06 @ .00!* ality conspicuous,had never monopoFull Cream, now ....... 07 v@ .08
lized power as the Presidenthad done with
and the entire party was pursued to the charges. Seuators. Logan (Ill.),EvartH(N senseless oppositionto the bill, and are Eggb— Fresh ...................... 10
n
reference to these ]>onsiou bills. This man had
wharf and forced to embark in great haste. Y.), and Teller (Col.), voted with the Dem- left to stew in their own jnice. They were Potatoes— New, per brl ......... 2.25 & 3.15
even had tho temerity to sneer at the reports of
warned
early
in
the
fight
by
Gladstone,
by
I’oiik—
Moss
.......................
025
@975
ocrats.
Senators
Hoar
/Mass.)
and
Frye
The Manager of the Lake Shore Road rea committee of this Houso. Ho hod tho temeriParnell,
and
by
hundreds
of
other
voices,
*
ty to put the seal of his sarcasm on tho reports
cently ordered the suspensionof twenty- (Me.) will make a minority report ____ The
WiiKAT-Cash
.................... 72 (a 70^
of
a committee granting a pensionto tho widow
two passenger conductors running between Kentucky RepublicanState Executive Com- that the terms offered were the best they Cohn— N°. 2 .......................
a34? of some man who had been slain iu the servwould
ever
be
likely
to
secure.
Early
iu
Buffalo and Chicago, without giving them mittee met at Louisville last week and deice of his country. Who had invested this
.57
man with such power that ho must asany reason.... A bank of Cincinnati has cided to nominate candidates in every Con- the campaign the Gladstone side found it Ryb -No. 1 ........................ 55
1 ohk— Mess
.....................9.25 @ 9.75
sert himself and say to tho people of tho
•et apart a specialvault for the keeping of gressionaldistrict in the State. A call was necessaryto abandon the measure in defTOLEDO.
country : “I am larger than you all. and 1 know .
the ashes from the remains of bodies also made for John W. Yerkes, of Danville, erence to expressions of popular disapproval Wheat— No. 2 ....................
31 &
•Kl!* more about what should become law than tho
cremated.
Cohn -No. 2 ...................... ‘ag
to oppose Joseph Barber, the Democratic that could not be mistaken. From this on
325 members of tbe House of Kepresontutivos
.87
Oath-No.
2 ...................... [-29 &
the
land-purchase
bill
is
dropped
from
the
and tho seventy-six membersof tho Senate." It
.31
nominee for Judge of the Superior Court.
8T. LOUIS.
was a fault of men endowed with brief authority
prqgramme of the Gladstone Liberals,and
W heat— No. 2 Rcc ...............
79 o
to arrogate knowledge that they did not
the landlords will have to wait until they
INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
possess. 1,He is no better than any other Amer..................... 29
obtain
a
majority
in
the
House
big
Oath—
Mixed
.................
On a telegram from the Navy Depart@ .29 J* ican citizen," said Mr. Bayne, “and he, by
The Lake Shore switchmen in the vicin- enough to swamp the Nationals. Lib- POBK-Ne w Mess .......
.
! 9.50 Iioioo
G-d, is not tho equal of any man who perment, the revenue cotter Forward left MoCINCINNATI.
iled his lifo aud went out to save tho Union."
Independents combined
ity of Chicago quit work last week because erals,
Wheat—
No.
2
Red
...............
30
<a
snv,
[Applause
tho Republicanside.]
bile for Mississippi Sound, to intercepta
lie fore it can be renewed in any Jorra.
Corn— No. 2 , ........
®
Mr. Matson, of Indiana, defended tho President,
eight non -union men have not been disschooner loaded with men and arms for filiThe voice of Gladstone is the only one the Oath-No. 2 ....................... 29 „ .80
.. w
who, he declared, was fair and just and promptcharged, in accordance with a pledge made masses care to hear or the politicians to Pork-Moss ..................... 9.25 @ 9J5
bustering in Cuba.
ed by his cousoienco.Two men might honestly
Live Hoob ........................4,90 ^ 4,73
to them by Sheriff Hanchett early in Mav.
differ upon a question, and that was all there'
Miss
Jetton, of Calloway The strikersderailed a number of freight discuss. Never has the Premier’s personal
DETROIT.
was in all this talk. All that had been said in the
influence swayed the population to such nn Beef Cattle ....................4.00 @ 5.2»
way of abuse of tbe President was unc Ulod for.
County, Kentucky, who was bitten by a dog cars aud delayed passenger trains. The
extent as at present. If the Liberals lose J00B- ............................3.50 @ 4.50
The- President was an honest man and tho peoeighty days ago has just died of hydropho- police had to resort to their clubs to pre- the election, it will be due solely to the*
ple of the country knew it. [Applause on
Wheat-No.
1 White .............80
81
vent
greater
damage.
-The
railroad
officials
the
Democraticside and in the galleries.]
bia....The boilers of the International
want of organizationat first prevailing.
Mr. Peters (Kan.)— We cannot honor the PresCotton-Press at New Orleans exploded, are firm in their determination to fight to The trouble is being rapidlyremedied at Oats- No. 2 ...................... iao
35
ident for an ignoranceof bis prerogatives.Mr.
the end.
blowing out tho Peters street side of the
last, and arrangementsfor further straightINDIANAPOLIS.
Matson -He knows bis prerogatives, and, knowing them, he has tbe courage to exercis-jthem.
building and killing two employes. . At a
The Iron Molders’Union of Cleveland ening out the difficulties experienced are Beef Cattle .................... 3.53 @5.50
(Applauseon tbe Democratic side and in the
H°oa ............................ 3.75 @4.50
banquet in Charleston, W. Va., the Hon. and Pittcburgh refused to be absorbed by advancingrapidly.”
galleries.]Mr. Blanchard (La.) thought that
C; Groevenor, an Ohio Congressman, said
Wheat—
No,
8 Red ..... ......
*77
78
there
was no need to answer the assault mode
Rev.
Henry
Ward
Beecher
arrived
at
the Knights of Labor. . .About one thouCohn— No. 2 ........
.33 @ .34
upon tho President. The President could stand
there was an intense feelingin Ohio against
sand miners at Grape Creek, HI., who Liverpool and was royally received. He Oath-No. 2 ................
.27
.271*
the assault made upon him by the gentleman
the New England States, on the ground, he
struck last month for the Pittsburgh scale was sick most of the way over, but expects
EAST LIBERTY.
* from Pennsylvania or any other man. The
explained, that these States do not want the
CATTLE-Best
............
4.05
@
3,23
country was prepared to applaud tho action of
wages, are now being forcibly evicted U> be able to carry out his prearranged proSouth and West to improve.
the Executivewhen he poiutedoqttho mistakes
.................... 4.75 @5.25
from the houses owned - by the com- gramme. . , .Richard Chamberlain,member
Common. ............... 4.00
which had been made by Congress.
James Emmett, and Robert Dillard, pany, and have gone into the woods with of Parliament,attempted to address the Hogs ...... ................
The sundry civil appropriationbill occupied
negroes, were hanged for murder, at ineir families,to subsist on percentages people at West Islington,but was met with Sheep. .......................
4.00
the exclusive attention of the Houso, at its sesBUFFALO.
Greenville, Miss. George B. Davis was from tho unioni)WvvA Chicago dispatch re- cries of “traitor.” The platform was Wheat-No. 1 Hard .............. .83
sion on June 26. The bill was completed in
ports an exciting incident in connection stormed, and the speaker and his friend# Corn-No. 2 ...................... .40
hanged in Seale, Ala., for the murder of
@ .41' committee of the whole, after which tbe House
with the strike of the switchmen on the had to escape thiongh a back door.
Cattle ......................
@5.3*
adjofflned.The Senat* was not in session.

^olland ^il» ^ets.
Cm.
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CUSTER’S LAST FIGHT.
Chief Gall,
tile*,

Who Commanded the

MURDER AND
Hos-

in Line

Against a Vastly

Minn., Shot
by a Desperado.

[Detroit City (Minu.) special.]

CiiBter's last

gloomy page

in

Amer-

The murderer and another fellow of the
same stamp, Frank Benuet, were quarreling
and creating a disturbance in front of the
dark and dreadful tragedy:
Masonic block. The Marshal tried to quiet
Early in the day the great Sioux Chief them, but instead Big Bed drew a heavy
Gall went over the entire field and described ( re1vol1verttLnd bred one shot at Bennett,

June day. A special correspondenttelegraphs as follows from the scene of that

Away

—There are 500

'*CitPeacefully, Surrounded

less saloons this year

than last in Michigan.

by His Relativesand

i

The

|

Illinois

Free-TraderGalls the Penn-

—Mrs. Grover

Friends.

Cleveland’s grandmother

is a residentof Jackson.

Statesman, and a

Tuesday, Juno 22, Mr. Morrison called up tho
proposed change of rule providing that every
general p?naion bill may bo amended by the
additionof a provisionfor the imposition of a
tax to meet tho expenditure required by the
bill.

a

New

m

history.

.

average,

cadets.

—A member of

the Kalamazoo Fire De-

partment has been discharged for playing
ba?e-bnll.
Sni

—Mrs. Pierce and her husband, of Leoni,
Lave lived toge ther for thirty years, yet she
has applied for a divorce.

Two thousandpersons residing in the
Waldron aided John Brooks to

—

vicinity of

celebrate his one hundredthbirthday.
. —It

true in base-hallas elsewhere that

is

they cachinnate most

who

successfully

cachinuato subsequently.— Free Press.
— Some unknown persons shootingat a
target near the college at Adrian killed n
0-year-old son of Rev. J. W. H. Brown.

—Carpenters are too numerous at Petosbuilding boom was but shortwhich must have been insidiously working for
two years, was tho primary cause', and to it is lived, and very few carpenters find steady
attributedhis rapid decline in flesh a week be_ _
fore the end came. He had been unconscious
most of tho time. His wife; his only son,
—The Rev. Dr. T. W. Goodspeed, of
Gourde P. Davis, and wife ; his only daughter,
Mrs. Sarah D. Hwayno, and husband his grand- Morgan Park (111.) Theological Seminary,
daughter, Alice H. Davis his niece, Mrs. Fannie
Pierpont;his cousin, John M. Walker; and his has Leon unanimously elected President of

key. The

1

employment.

I

I

;

;

old friend, Frank D. Onno, of Washington,were
present at his death.

Kalamazoo College.
—Mrs. ElizabethReed, of Jackson, has

ItlOUKAPHICAL.
of Judge Davis' Husy Life.
Judge David Davis was bom in Cecil County,
Maryland, March 9, 1815. He received a careful
education in the best American schools of tho
early part of the century. Ho studied law with
Judge Bishop in Lennox.Mass., and afterward in
the law school at New Haven, Conn., graduating
as tho first of his class. Judge Davis removed to
Bloomington,III.,in 1890, being then 21 years of
ago. His home was in that city from that date
until his death. Ho soon gained prominence as
a lawyer and local jxilitician. In 1815 ho was
chosen a member of the lower house of the Illinois Legislature. He was a member of no party,
and ho soon attracted attention by his conscientious work and his freedom of action on all questions. He was chosen to th * Constitutional Convention of 1847, and the next year elected Judge
of tho Eighth JudicialCircuit of Illinois. He
was re-elected to this officein 1851, and again
in 1861. His capacity for work and his clearcut decisions soon became proverbial all

Listed for ninety-one days. She is afflicted

A Short Sketch

with internal cancer

and

takes two spoon-

fuls of port wine daily.

—Willie Fairchild,of
sewer one day

!

Flint, fell into a

week, and admitted so

last

i

'

much

mouth that

of the filthy water into his

his life is

now despaired of.

1

over the State and beyond its borders. He and Abraham Lincolnbecame warm

friends long before the latter rose to more than
local prominence. He became one of Lincoln’s
most ardent Hiipjiortors
for tho presidencyand
took an important place in national affairsas
adviser of Lincoln after Lincoln’selection to
that high office. President Lincoln appointed
Judge Davis AssociateJustice of tho Supreme
Court of tho United States Deo. 8, 1862. After
Lincoln's death Judge Davis became administrator of Ids estate. At tho National Convention of tho labor reform party hold in Columbus,

— Flint commercialtravelers have organized a branch of the Travelers’ Protective
Association,with J. K. Blake as President,

and M.

S. Carlton as Secretary.

—Last week one Jackson firm shipped a
number of road carts to Sweden; another
company
still

sent goods to South

and Germany.

—Jackson authoritieshave suddenly
found out that it is one -third cheaper to
purchase county poor-farm supplies by
wholesale than

—Tho man

recently found murdered at

Bellevillehas been identified as Sylvincent

Moore ot Adrian.
is

REMINISCENT.

to give out small orders

It is

to retail merchants.

States, tho candidate for Vice President on the
same ticket being Joel Parker, of New Jersey.

When the Liberal Republicansnominated
Horace Greeley for President at the Cincinnati
Conventionof tho same year, Judge Davis, who
had been a candidatebefore tho same convention, receiving^iuvotes ou tho first ballot, withdrew from the field. Judge Davis remained on
the Supreme Court bench until lH77.rfhen ho resigned to take his seat in tho United States Senate, he having been elected to that body by the
Independents and Democrats of the Thirtieth
General Assembly of Illinois. After tho death
of President (tarflcld Judge Davis was chosen
President of the Senate, in which positionbe
was virtuallyVice President of the United
States. Soon after retiring from the Senate in
1883, ho was married to a niece of Judge Green,
member of Congressfrom North Carolina. From
that time to his demise ho resided quietly at his
home In Bloomington.

America,and

another sent a consignmentto England

Ohio, Fob. 21, 1872. Judge Davis was
nominated for President of the United

a

ill

an

.

and

|

.

9,000,000 pounds of wool each year.

^

I

.
--Michigan markets, on

—J. J. Long, of Pt. Austin, has received
Judge David Davis passed peacefully away at
Lack pension amounting to about $700.
his home iu Bloomington,111., on tho morning
—“Our diseased coutemptory” is the
of Saturday, Juno 26. Au hour or so before his
death he talked incoherentlyfor some time. way one Jackson paper speaks of another.
His family and friends in the house were around
his bedsideaud ho passed into death as if going
—An East Saginaw society lady received
to sleep. Judge Davis’ physiciansays the ima
dainty
wedding card from Adelina Patti.
mediate cause of his death was erysipelas, tho
outcome of a malignant carbuncle, which
—Frederick Barr has been convicted at
first appeared April 90, but that diabetes,
Pontiac of selling liquor to Orchard Lake

T

A

I

izen.

The Latter Retorts in Kind.

In the NationalHomo of Koproaontatlves, on

—Five drinking fountains for horses will
bo put dp about Lansing.

Sketch of His Career as a Jurist, a

sylvania Protectionist a Traitor—

In advocating the proposition, Mr. Morrison
argued that its adoption was absolutely necessary unless Congress was preparedto grant pensions and leave the Government without the
iu mi intelligentaud
m„».
means to pay them. Ho referred to the immense
ner the exact place in which Custer s com- | shot at him, hitting him squarely in the sums paid out for pension!since tho \yar and
maud was destroyed. C’urlev,the Crow breast,tbo ball passing through his heart the largo amounts necessary for present and
scout, who was in reality the only survivor ! ''nd J,od|iu8 in
b»ck- dled in8tftntl7- future requirements,and said that the gentleman from New York (Mr. Hiscock)and other
of all who marched into the valley of the Cowey was one of the most popular men in gentlemen on both sides of tho House had preLittle Big Horn with Custer, was also presDetroit City, and had been Marshal for three dicted that for the next fiscal year there would
ent, but Gall turned his hack on Curley, years.
bo a deficitof ?1 4, 000, OX).
Public feelingagainst the man continued
Mr.' Heed (Me.) expressed surprisethat this
aud said: “He ran away too soon in the
to grow, and as the news of the murder
rule was proceed to bo confined to pensions
fight.” Gall is a powerfnll, fine-looking spread from town to town, and from farm alone. There was not a practical man in the
specimen of the red race, 4() years old, to farm, strangers began to come here upon House who did not know that the prop* sed rule
would bo to fasten U]H>n every pension' bill some
and weighs oyer two hundred pounds. He every train and by private conveyances, and method of taxation which would prove obnoxthe streets were thronged with people early ious to men who might want to vote for the
first appeared reticent, and was inclined to
in the evening. The body of the assassin's measure. He for one was not willingto enter
on such an invidious course.
act sullen, hut when he stood on the spot victim was taken to the depot about b
Mr. Hiscock said that the Democratic party
which formed the last sight of Custer ou o'clockto be forwarded to friendsiu Boch- had not redeemed a single pledge it had made,
esler,
Minn.,
and
was
escorted
to
the
stahut
had stood cowering before the countryadearth his dark eyes lightened with fire, ho
mitting that it was powerh ss to Mt an . \ urdon
tion by the Lakeside Band aud fire combecame earnestly communicative,and he
from tho people; that it hod spent all the
pany, the entire populace joining in the sad
told all he knew without restraint. His procession. Soon after groups of men money, and that empty vaults were Ite fruit
of Democratic victory. Applause on toe Redignifiedcountenance spoke truthfulness, were seen in every locality talking earnest- publicanside. | Ho wished to emphasize that
a Democratic Congress bail been in session for
aud there is little doubt that the true ly, and it was evident that the prospect was six months; that it had accomplished nothing,
good for
necktie party. At 14) and that in those last davs of the s ssion it
history of that dreadful day is at last made
o'clock the fire-bell struck Kahlihen's
stood confessingthat it had known nothing
known. Gall’s narrativewas as follows:
death-knell,and at the first tap of the hell about tho receipts of the Government, and was
“We saw the soldiers early iu the morning fierce yells were heard in the vicinity, and a incompetent to carry out any of its promise!
and pledges. [Applauseon Republican side.)
crossing the divide. When Eeno and Cus- rush was made for the Court House, in
Messrs. Laird (Neb.),Cutchoou, and Ilurrows
ter separated we watched them until which the murderer was confined. That (Mich.), aud Henderson (Iowa), opposed the
change.
they came down into the valley. "A the mob was well organized and determined,
Mr. Bragg (Wis.) expresieddelight at a refercry was raised that the white men there was no doubt. Battering-ramswere ence
made by Mr. Reed to tho failure of the
soldiers were coming,
orders used upon the outside doors, aud they were House to consentto consider revenue bills, suyweie given for the village to move brushed away as mere cobwebs. The men,
I am delighted because it shows what sort of
immediately. Beno swept down so rapidly who were masked, entered the jailer’s resicontempt the Republicansof this House feel for
ou the upper end that the Indians were dence, occupied by George W. Taylor, those
who have been legreant to their faith and
forced to fight. Sitting Bull and I were deputy sheriff, seized Mr. Taylor and their pledges. While they are received with
took the keys from his person, and iu a open arms and approbationfor the act they have
at the point where Beno attacked. Sitting
Bull was big medicine. The women and few moments had secured the prisoner. done they are thoroughly despised for their
political defection. ;Loud applause on the
children were hastily mo\ed down stream A cry for a rope went up, and the cry Democratic side.
where the Cheyennes were camped. The was not in vain, for in less than a minute
Continuing, ^ said that he had seen the genSioux attacked Beno, aud the Cheyennes a noose was about his neck and he was tleman from Iowa (Mr. Henderson)take out the
Custer, and then all became mixed up. being hurried down the street ns fast as the old hobby-horse to be ridden around again and
danced about for the benefit of claim agents'
The women and children caught the horses wild and furious mob could run. He was newspapers to he circulated among that class of
for the bucks to mount them; the bucks taken to a tree, hauled up, and, amid the men whose vote the Republicansthoughtcould
mounted and charged back Beno, and fiendishyells of the mob, a volley of bul- he bought by a pretense that tho Republicans
the soldiers’ friends.[Applause on the
checked him, and drove him into lets was fired into his body. Every man were
Democratic side and sneering cries of *Oh 1 oh I"
the timber. The soldiers tied their who took part in the hanging was masked from the Republicans.)
horses to trees, and came out and and disguised,thoroughly armed, and preMr. Bragg (imitating tho Republicans)—Yes,
fought on foot. As soon ns Beno was pared to meet any resistancethat might ho “Oh! oh!" Why was it that when you bad a
wo-thirds majority in this House, when the war
beaten and driven back across the river, offered. Kahlihenwas generally considered was
fresh, when men were sufferingfrom
the whole force turned upon Custer and a dangerousman. It is reported that he wounds everywhere, that you placed a limitafought him until they destroyed him. Cus- murdered his wife in St. Croix a few years tion on pensions, and providedthat every claim
ter did not reach the river, hut was met ago, and that he was wanted iu Montana not presented within five years should only
commence to draw pensionfrom tho date of apabout half a mile up a ravine, now called upon one or more charges of murder.
plication?Who did that? Will you answer
Beno Creek. They fought the soldiers and
'mo? “Oh! oh!" it was the Republican party.
heat them hack step by step until all were
COLUKEL K1CHAKD M. HOE.
“Oh! oh!" Who was it that repealedtho arrears
limitation and paid the soldiers whose claims
killed.”(One of Eeuo’s officersconfirms this
were pending from the date of disability?It
by saying:"Alter we were driven back to the
Sketch of the FamoUH I’rintlng-PreHHMan- was the Democratic party? "Oh ! oh !"
hill where the stand was made, there was an
ufacturer.
Continuing, he maintained that there was
intervalof over an hoar that we had no
Colonel Bichard M. Hoe, whose death nothingiu the pending proposition looking to a
fighting. This gave us an opportunity to was recently announced, was the senior refusal of pensions to soldiers.It d^ not refuse to grant pensions, but it provided for their
shelterour horses in a ravine and partially
member of the printing press firm of B. payment. When gentlemen sprang into the
intrench ourselves.”It was probably dur- Hoe A Co. The history of the developfield and dried out that it was an attack upon
ing this interval of quiet on Beno’s part ment of the printing press is in part Colonel the soldier, they were attempting,under tho
that the Indians massed on Custer and an- Hoe’s personal history. Colonel Hoe was guise of friendship for tho soldier element, to
protectthe bondholder-to protectthose men
nihilated him.] “The Indians ran out of the son of Bobert Hoe, an Englishman of who, during the war, fattenedon tho blood of
ammunitionand their arrows they tired mechanicalskill and enterprise,who came men In the field, and as contractorsfilled their
from behind their horses. The soldiers to this country just as the present purses. [Laughterand applauseou Democratic
side.]
got shells stuck in their guns and had to century opened. He made his home
Mr. Randall— I did not intend to indulge In any
throw them away. They then fought with in
York City, and started a further discussion of this subject, aud I would
little guns— [pistols].The Indians were in
machine shop in 1803. This is the not except for tho language used bv tho gentleman from Wisconsin. I stand here’ his peer in
couples behind aud in front of Custer as he
| every respect, with connectionas pure as ho can
moved up the ridge to take position, and
possibly have [applause on Republican side,
were just as many as the grass. The first
participated in by the Democcats who followed
two companies, Keogh and Calhoun, disMr. Randall's lead previouslvj, and I have
courage to maintain them. How is this quesmounted, and fought on foot. Thev never
tion ? Home years ago wo had the same conbroke, but retired step by step until forced
troversy. aud I cast my vote then as I cast it on
back to the ridge upon which all finally
Thursday— from conviction. I resisted anything
sHi:
that tended to free trade in tho United States
perished. They were shot down in lino
and the lowering of wages to American laborjfe ..r- >‘^,’^1
where they stood. Keogh’s company ralers. [Applauseon the Republican side.] I was
lied by company aud were all "killed
condemned in some quarters for that vote. I
iu
bunch.” [This statement seotns
wont with the rest of you 'addressing tho Democratic side) to a nationalconvention,whore I
home out by the facts, as thiityw as told that I would have no Republicansto
eight bodies of Keogh’s troopers were
help me. What was tho result of that confound piled in a heap.] “The warriors divention?Does any man hero attempt to
rected a specialfire against the trooper who
say that tho measure reportedto this
House by tho Committee on Ways and
held the horses, while the others fought.
Means is iu harmony with tho spirit
As soon as a holder was killed, by moving
of that convention, or the enunciations
blankets and great shouting the horses were
of those who took tho stump iu its behalf ? No.
stampeded,which made it impossible for
I am just to-day where I stood then. I am in
favor of a revision of the tariff and tho lowering
the soldiers to escape. Afterward the
of rates of duty, and a repeal iu part of internal
soldiers fought desperately and hard, and
taxes, upon which tho Ways and Morns Comnever surrendered.They fought strong—
mittee of this House has denied any one the
they fought in lino along the ridge. As fast
privilege of a vote. [Applause. [ I have only to
say to the gentlemen from Wisconsin that he
ns the men fell the horses were herded and
has from mo as much contempt jts I can well
driven toward the squaws and old men, who
send to him (laughterand applause), and I am
gathered them up. When Beno attempted
ready to discuss with him the propriety of my
course.
to find Custer by throwing out a skirmish
Mr. Hewitt declared that the measure reportline, Custer and all with him were dead.
ed by the Ways and Menus Committee was in
When the skirmishers reached a high point
accordancewith the Chicago platform.
overlooking Custer’s field. ,the Indians
Mr. Morrison—The gentleman from Pennsylestablishment which has been continuously
were galloping around and over the maintained by himself and his sons until vania claims that no bill is fair and in tho spirit
wounded, dying, and dead, popping bullets now aud which has been known for more of the Chicago platform that does not present
him an opportunityof voting on internal reveand arrows into them. When Beno made
than half a century as B. Hoe & Co. Rob- nue taxes, and again and again he makes hjs
his attack at the upper end he killed my two
promise as to what ho would do ; and we are reert Hoe had three sons, Bichard March,
proached by the other side because at Chicago
squaws and three children, which made my
Bobert, Jr., and Peter. The first was Ixiro we pledgedourselves againstthe rejieal of inheart bad. I then fought with the hatcher
in New York on September 12, 1812. He
taxes and in favor of atevision ot the
—which means, of course, mutilating. received a meager common-school educa- ternal
tariff. The gentleman from Pennsylvania had
“The soldiers ran ont of , ammunition tion, the advantages of which, small as they gone ont of his way to say that the proposition
presented by tho Ways and Means Committee
early in the day. Their supply of cartwere, he enjoyed only until he was fifteen was not within the spirit of tho Chicago
ridges was in the saddle -pockets of their
years old. Then his father took him into platform.Ho wished to call attentionto
stampeded horses. The Indians then ran
the workshop,just about the time he turned the fact that in nearly every paragraph
up to the soldiers and butchered them out his first cylinder press. The boy ac- of that platform tho Democracy hod pledged
itself as a party to the reduction of
with hatchets.
lot of horses ran
quired a thorough knowledge of practical tariff taxes, and had especially declared
away and jumped into the river, but were
mechanics and developed a noticeabletal- in favor of the continuance of internal
caught by the squaws. Eleven Indians were
ent for improving little details about a revenue taxes. The war taxes remain substankilled in Beno Creek, and several Indians
tially as they did at the close of tho war, and the
press. He was constantly at work experi- party promised reduction. Yet the gentleman
fell over and died. Only forty-threeInmenting upon patents which he thought from Pennsylvania,notwithstandingthe promdians were killed altogether,but a great
would add speed and ease to the operations ise of reduction, and his desire to keep faith with
many wounded ones came across the river
of the press. Ten years after he entered the platform, would not vote to consider the bill
and died in the rushes. Some soldiers got
unless it cave him an opportunityto do that
his father’s shop he invented his double which he had pledged himselfnot to do. The
away and ran down a ravine, crossed the
cylinder press, oy which nearly twice as gentleman knew that the Chicago platform reriver, came back again, and were killed. We
many copies of a paper could be worked off quired additions to the free list
had Ogallalas, Minneconjons,Brules, TeMr. Randall asked if Mr. Morrison believed
in the same time as by his father's inventhat President Clevelandcould have been electtons, Uncpapas, Sioux, Cheyennes, Arapation. Bobert Hoe was only 53 years old ed if tho conventionhad declared for free raw
hoes, and Gros Ventres. When the big dnst
Owhen he died, and his three sons, at the materials..
came in the air down the river (meaningTerry
Mr. Morrisonreplied that Mr. Clevelandwould
head of whom was Bichard, succeeded him.
and Gibbon], we struck our lodges and This change was made in 1846. In the have gotten more votes than he did. He had not
carried
Ohio, and had not carried Pennsylvania
went up a creek toward the White Bain
same year Colonel Hoe perfected his fa- by 80,000 votes, and would uot have carried
Mountains. Big Horn ranges covered with
mous rotaiy press, which is the basis of all them If the tariff on wool had been piled a mile
snow. We waited .there four days and then the better presses. It did its work with such high.
• went over to Woj Mountains.”
After further debate Mr. Morrison moved the
rapidity that it was soon known as the
previous question on the adoption of the
This ended Gall’s narrative. It brings
“Lightning.” As originallymanufactured, resoluUon.
out many new facts and corrects some
Mr. Reed moved as a substitute to lay the
it made possiblethe printing of 10,000
others. It has been popnlady supposed
copies an hoar. Now every press made on resolution ou the table. The yeas and nays
that Custer entered the river, but such was
were ordered and resulted in the defeat of Mr.
the rotaty plan can print from 20,000 to Reed’s substitute— yeas 126, nays 199 Before
not the case, as the bodies fonnd on the
25,000 copies. The invention made Colonel a vote could be taken on the original motion,
Little Horn were those of a few stampeded
Hoe famous. It was an even greater stride Mr. Reed moved an adjournment,and the Resoldiers. There were no ceremonies or expublicans, by dilatory tactics,managed to consume the time np to 5 o'clock,when, under the
ercises gone through with, simply an atstanding order, the House adjourned amid an
tempt, which was successful, to correct
outburst of applause and derisive laughter from
___ _ ^
the Republicans.

^forward

Passes

Question.

to a Tree.

Marshal J. Cowey, of this village,was
murdered
in cold blood by William Kahliican history, was appropriately celebrated
hen,
alias
Big Bed, a gambler and tough.
by a few of the survivors of that dreadful
fight, which will be a
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The Assassin Taken from Jail by
a Masked Mob and Hanged

Superior Force.
The tenth anniversaryof

THE HOUSE. DEATH OP JUDGE DAVIS.

Detroit, Morrison, Randall, and Bragg Indulge
and Killed
In a Lively Tilt on the Tariff

Slaughter.

While Fighting

IN

The Town Marshal of

Describes the Terrific

Soldiers Killed

LYNCHING. HOT WORDS

Billy Arnold of

Adrian

suspected of complicity iu the murder,

and

officers are after

him.

—Citizensare thinking of organizinga
committee, to he armed with clubs, to deal
with tho

women

insulters

who

every even-

ing puss insulting remarks while ladies
pass by on the walks— Aatomoroo Gazette.

—A

9-year-old son of Patrick Cashin, a

well-knowngrocer, while playing on a raft
of logs, at East Saginaw, fell in and was

drowned. A eon
about

and

9

of J.

D. Wilson, also

years of age, was with

as he is missing it is

young Cashin,

supposed ho was

idso drowned.

Judge Davis' Early Career— Characteristics
—John Burnett, a farmer 00 years old,
of the Citizen and the Judge.
shot his wife twice throngh the head in a
"I have known David Davis sine® 1818," remarked Hon. Leonard Swett, of Chicago,"at fit of jealousy, at York, and then shot Mrs.
which time he came into public prominence.
His first appearance was as a member of the Jackson, his mother-in-law, in tho neck.
constitutional
convention. In tho same year Mrs. Burnett will die. Mrs. Jackson is
ho was chosen Circuit Judge of the Eighth Illinois District.
“Judge Davis, Abraham Lincoln, John T.
Stewart, John J. Hardin, Stephen T. Logan, Ed-

ward I). Baker, Edward Hannigan, Daniel W.
Voorheos,Kirby Benedict, Edward Jones, Ijavid
B. Campbell and myself were tho company that
administered law iii that district. Most of tho
attorneys would only go through a county or
two and then drop out. Liucolu aud I accompanied Judge Davis throughout the entire
circuit. Wo would travel on horseback, generally,and would invariably put up at one hostelrv.

“Continuallythrown in intimatecompanionship with Lincoln and Davis, I came to know
both well. They wore antipodal natures, but the
closest of friends. Davis was of the most positive, decisive character, taking his positions
firmly, and holding to them tenaciouslyand
doggedly. Lincolnwas suave aud more yielding. Both wore princes of geniality and capital
story-tellers. Each had a fund of storiesthat
seemed inexhaustible, and never lacked appositeness,nor lost anything of excellence in the
telling. In this intimacy, formed In the Eighth
Circuit, may be found the foundationof both
Lincoln's and Davis' after greatness.”
“The strong poiuts in Davis' character, as exhibited in his whole career, public aud private,
were many. Ho had the keenest foresight
Away back in 1840 he saw this State as we now
see it To-day he is a very rich loan, worth probably 98,000.000. I don’t know • no one does. He
never mode a dollar in trade ; never made a
trade fn which he was not worsted. He did not
know how to make a bargain, and seldom if ever
tried. He knew good land when he saw it He
made all his money entering land. His present
magnificentfarm of 1,030 acres in McLean County cost him about 83 an acre.
”1 remember once of a case that Illustrates
him very well. Jesse W. Fell, of Bloomington,
was a merchant on the down-grade. Mr. Davis
received a note from some Eastern party against
Fell, which he was instructedto collect. Fell
and Davis were friends. On investigation,
Davis found there were no resources, save an
eighty-acre piece of ground near Chicago. Fell
offered to give up the laud for the note. Without a moment’s hesitation Davis accepted.
When the Eastern party come out he was incensed at losing the note for a worthless pieoe
of swamp. Davis agreed to take the land himself and pay the amount of the note in money.
This offer was accepted. That eighty acre tract
lies between the city and the stouk-yards, and

dangerouslywounded. Burnett is

iu jail.

—Frederick Fox, of St. Louis, was
wounded in the head during tho war. The
bullet was never removed and worked into

his brain, causing him

He

to

become insane.

was temporarily placed in jail until he

could he sent to Traverse City. He became

so violent that

it

was found necessary to

administer chloroform. He was given too
and did not recover. He died early
Wednesday morning.

much

— It

is

rumored that leading Chicago

citi-

zens are moving in favor of establishinga
militarypost at that point, and that General
Sheridan favors it, in which case,
Fort Wayne

at

it is

said,

Detroitwill he abandoned. If

that should happen, the

vation at the

fort

Government reser-

would make

a splendid

terminus to the boulevard and give the west

end of the town a delightful little park of
its own.— Free Press.
Value of the University to the Htate.

One of (he most

interesting points in
President Angeli’s address at Lansing on
the universitywas his statement of the1 cost
of the institutionto the State. Michigan
has appropriated in all a little over $1,000,000. Valuing the buildings, apparatus,
land, etc,, at $900,000 aud the gifts of
books and works of art at $400,000, n clear
balance of $300,000 is to be credited to the
institution. Its chief advantage to the
State, however, is incalculable.Saying
nothing of the citizens whose education
and intellectual power it has added to the
forces that aid in building np a community,
its renown has made Michigan know'n
Is of Incalculable value.
and respected,and attractedhither a class
‘Davis excelled as a Judge. It was his natural of ambitionsand intelligentcitizens (hat
sphere. He was more like John Marshall than
any man the countryhas produced. Of Mar- would not in many cases have come. The
shall it is relatedthat ho would listen atten- enjoymentof privilegesofferedby the unitively to an argument, catch at once the point,
uersity diverts to the State the footstepsof
and say: 'That’s It That’s the law exactly. many a father and mother who desir • an
Now look np as authority or two.' It was just
education for Itieir child) on. Citizens with
so with Davis. He took the law as a greyhound
each aims and outlooks greatlyenrich the
takes the scent He never relied on his knowledge of authorities, and never allowed his legs! commonwealth in which they take np their
abode.— Free Preae.
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were suffering and dying for
The.“Army is in Camp” at C. Blom,
want of it. Hay is almost a total failure Jr’s. Smoke
22-4t.
on upland meadows, and oats are seriousWILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor. ly injured ..... We had several forest fires
Take Notice!
Bilious symptoms invariably
in this vicinity last week. Augustus
arise from indigestion, such as
Saturday, July 3, 1886. Names and Henry Flieman lost some The Fourth of July is nearly here and
as I want all my beer kegs by that time
furredtongu^vomitingrofbile,
fence, and Baldwin Headley had an acre
1 hereby request citizens and farmers
of meadow burned before the fire could
giddiness, sick headache, irFourth of July.
having my kegs to bring them to my
be checked by the volunteer aid of many
regular bowels. The liver scBrewery at once and thus reuder mo a
We will buy all the Stave aud Heading cretes the bile and acts like a
Those of our citizens who contemplate neighbors ..... A Sunday school picnic favor.
A. Siep
was held in the grove of Augustus Names
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
visitingGrand Kapids on July 3 should
Proprietor Holland City Brewery.
living about a mile west of this place, on
round, viz:
Holland, Mich., June 28,"l88C. 22 It. Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
rities
ByJ LL
irregufirst read the following from the the Grand Wednesday,June 23. The West Olive
--of the blood.
IV4V/WWA9 dJ
' xldl m
larity in its action or suspe“White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Rapids Tradesman:— "The Tradesman has and Ottawa schools were represented.
Subscribe for the Grand Rapids Daily
factions, the bib
no desire to belittle the attempted celebra- Invitations were extended to Robinson, Democrat the most popular daily iu west- Elm Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Olive Center, and Ventura, but they
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
is
name
to
overflow into the
tion of Independence Day in this city, but
failed to appear. The- cause probably ern Michigan,with the largest circulation. Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long
Arrives
in
Holland
and
Zeeland
on
early
candor compels the statement that nothing being, the threatening appearance of the
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long. blood, causin^jaundicG,sallow
morning train. Sent by mail at 50 cents Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
complexion, yellow eyes, billike a general celebration will be observed weather. The attendancefrom the two
a month only \\% cents a week.
schools that met was fair, and all seemed
For
making
contracts
or
further
inious
diarrhea,
ianraid,
here. In view of the three-day jubiformation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
to have a good enjoyable time.
weary
feeling
and
many
ether
lee indulged in last year, it was thought
Just published No. V. of the Vinces
ED. YEP SCHURE, Svpt.
Anduzw.
caressing'
symptoms.
Biliousfrom the Liberal Holland Church, Grand or to G. Van Putted & Sons’ store.
best to give the surroundingtowns an opWest Olive.
ness may bo properly termed
Rapids, Editor,Ret. F. IF. N. JIugenholtz.
portunity to celebrate this year, without
an aifection of the liver, an:!'
The rain that we had signs of when Contents: “ReligiousSongs,” “The SalNotice
to
Builders
let or hindrance. Late in the day, howwriting last week came on Thursday, and vation of All,” “What there is left of
cur'^oroughly cured bytho
Contractors of
ever, a traveling Indian show decided to did very much good
Wheat, rye, corn Christianity,” (answer to Rev. Steffens.)
grand
regulator cf the liver
make a stand here on the 3rd and engaged and potatoes, are looking favorable, Notes. Price per 3 months, for 3 numbers,
50
cents.
Address,
Sealed proposals will be received by the
several persons who are easily influenced where they; are properly seeded ____ The
BLTEHS.
acts uoon the
Liberal Publishing Co..
Union picnic last Wednesday was a sucBoard of Water Commissionersof the City
by financialconsiderations to work up the
Grand Rapids, Mich.
sic mac,], bowels
liver,
cess as far as entertaiumentwas conof Holland, Michigan, for the building oi
semblance of a celebration, with a view cerned, There was a little excitement
a well for Water Works and such other
leading’ healthy bile and cure
The only Refrigerators having the Leon- work as may be necessary to connect well
to swelling the cumber of strangerswho over the two young married women who
cicod, and opens the cnW^rta
fainted aw*y. A littloboy reported that ard improved, interior circulation o( dry with the Pumping Machinery of the Holnaturally flock to a large place on such an
and sluiceways for the cutlet
one man while swingingwas thrown out cold air, are for sale by it. Ranters ifc _______
land City
„ Water
......
Wcorks, nccordlUkr to the
occasion. The work was undertaken too
Sous.
ox disease, sold everywhere
of the swing into a tree top and killed,
following specifications,
viz:
late injhc day to enable the projectors to and still hung In the tree top. As no
GENERAL CONDITIONSTO RE OBSERVED AND and guaranteed to cure.
arrange a programme worth going ten one else mentioned the accident it probabCOMPLIED WITH BY BIDDERS.
^tliTctiscmcnts.
Mr. G. W. Damiles to see and the necessary lunds ly was an exaggeration
All bids must conform to the requirevidson, has commenced shingling bis new
ments of the specifications.
needed for a successful celebration are building which Is to be used as a store
Bids for laying pipe must include setnot forthcoming,as business men general- and dwelling ____ Miss Nina Cady, has reDissolution Notice.
ting all necessary special castings, gate
on
covered nwiu
from iuo
the mcaaivo.
measles. u.iao
Mlss'M.
Quale,
ui. v^uaie,
Notice is hereby given that the co partnership
ly are not in sympathy with the move- w*.ivu
of Grand Haven, gave her a call last week j^etoforeexisting between Dirk De Vries and and gate box.
26th, 187s, The
ment. The Tradesman utters this warning
All bids must be accompaniedwith a
Miss S Ives returned from ^narta l Peter De ' r‘J8*® thi9 ,day dissolved by mutual
—
a to
tv the
tut. said ya
Cl —
debts
owing
partnerbond
of
at
least
ten
per
cent
of
the
amount
at this time, not to keep strangers away Centre, Monday, where she had been a
shin are to be received by the said Dirk De Vries,
from the city on the 3rd, but to prevent short time on a visit. Her Uncle’s folks, aud all demands on the said partnership are to be of the bids, that in case the Bid is ac- was founded. It was the piopresented to him for payment, as he is authorized cepted the partieswill enter into contract
their coming here to be disappointed. Rev. Mr. Rible, and family, have gone to to settle all debts due to and by the aaid firm.
with the City of Holland within ten days neer of low-priced journalism
Bailey, Kent County, for a week’s visit.
Dated at Holland City this 28th day of June, A
There arc plenty of things to be seen and
after the acceptance of such bid, and give
There will be no preaching hero Sunday
DIRK DE VRIES.
in the west.
the. Erst
22
PETER DE VRIES. a satisfactorybond to said city that they
any number of ways by which enjoyment evening because of his absence ____ We are
will furnish the material aud do the work the controlling conviction of
may be obtained, but a genuine Fourth pleased at the apparent interest of “Free
bid upon according to the specifications
Mortgage Sale.
Lance” in behalf of a Sunday school, in
of July celebration is one of the things
its managers has been that a
Default having been made in the payment of a and contract.
his section, and hope the young people
which cannot be seen in Grand Rapids
cetrain
mortgage
bearing
date
the
twenty-first
day
The
preliminary
bonds
attached
to
the
paper’* should be
there and others will do their best to have
of 31 ay, Ifeo, made and executedby John Schrothii year.”
proposal must in all cases be correctly and
an acceptable superintendent. .Announce- der, George W. Eddy and Alvin A. Alverson.as The
cheap only in price; that its
fully executedand the sureties must be
ments:— Sunday School, 10.30; Class
to Michael J . Clapper, and recordedin the office satisfactoryto the Board of Water Comnews should be as fresh and
Meeting 11.30; Prayer Meeting Thursday of the Rejrister o
if Deede for the County of O
missioners.
G. W.
State of
Mlchi
----chlvan, on the 24th day of May
complete, its editorial discusin Liber 32 of Mortgages, on page 62, and whereas
Any ambiguity in a proposal which
there is now claimed to be due on thraatd mort- would render it liable to a double mean- sion as able, and its general
North Side Items.
farsVndf J”® hundred snd sixty-nine dol- ing or any misunderstandingas to its real
tone
character as pure
Our school. In what is commonly
and no proceedings' law^oMn'^qnUy'hav’ intent will be deemed sufficient cause for
known as the Van Dyk district, closed on
ing been Institutedfor the recovery of the
and healthful as its best and
Friday of last week. It has been for the
For Earache toothache, sore throat, same, notice Is hereby given that by vlrtne of its rejection.
No
bids will be received for material or
the
power
of
sale
in
said
mortgage
contained,
and
swelled
neck,
and
the
results
of
cold
and
jast year under the able_ management of
highest-priced contemporary.
In pursuanceof the statute iu such case made and labor except by those who have had expe------ H. Benjamin, of Zeeland, a gradu- inflammationuse Dr. Thomas' Electric
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by rience in the work to be done.
This has been its ideal.
ate of the State Normal School, and it was Oil the great pain destroyer.
a sale of the premises therein described, to nay
Price of well and price of all other work
said mortgagedebt with interest thereon at legal
very gratifying alike to teacher and truswell it has succeeded in the
rate, and the cost and charges of vendue and sale, mentioned in bid to be given separately,
tees, the wonderful progress the scholars,
Wonderful Cures.
and attorney fee In such case provided by law so that if the Board of Water Commission- actual attainment of so high
especially the smaller ones have made.
at pnblic vendue to the highest bidder on
ers desire to increase or reduce the amount
W. D. Hoyt & Co., wholesale and reThe forenoon of the last day of the term
a standard is best evidenced
of work to be done, the price of such inTuesday, the twenty-eighthday of
tail
Druggists
of
Rome,
Ga.,
say:
We
was devoted to reading, recitations,blackin the fact that it
regucrease
or
reduction
to
be
pro
rato
the
September,
1886,
Dr. King’s
New Dis------ D —
" o
-- w —
— — —
board exercises etc., listened to with great have been selling
same
as
the
price
given
in
the
bid.
larly prints
sells over
interestby members of the school board, covery, Electric Bitters, and Bucklen’s at one o’clock in the afternoon of that day at the
who expressed themselves as much Arnica Salve for two years. Have never &0Dl d(^r of the Conn House in the City of Grand The Board of Water Commissioners re- 150,000 papers a day,— a larserving the right to increase or reduce as
pleased with Mr. Benjamin’s methods of bandied remedies that eell as well, or give pite'e of
stated twenty five per cent.
such
universal
satisfaction.
There
have
County,
Michigan.
The
land
aud
premisea
to
be
teaching, and with the advancementthe
ger circulation than that of all
Any damage or expense that may occur
scholars had made during the year. been some wonderful cures effected by ho'd are described in eald mortgageas foliowa, tofrom defective pipe, special castings, or other Chicago dailies comAbout noon all adjournedto the fine grove
on the estate of Mr. M. D. Howard on the of pronounced Consumptionhave been of Ottawa and State of 3!lchigan,and described as gate, shall be paid for by the parties furn- bined.
One ha;f acre of land bounded as ishing the same.
banks of Macatawa Bay, there to partake entirelycured by use of a few bottles of foI,ows,to-wlt:
°? the (lturtfr All proposalsto be addressed to the
of a bounteous repast, provided for the Dr. King’s New Discovery, taken in conClerk of the Board of Water Commissionoccasion. We found a large table fairly oection with Electric Bitters. We guaran.
is
four, In Township Five, north of range sixteen ers of the City of Holland, Michigan, and
groaning under the weight of a great varie- tee them always. Sold by H.
west, thence south ten rods, then east eight rodr,
newspaper.
It is not
endorsed, proposals for Water Works.
ty of the choicest viands, which the teachThe Board of Water Commissioners re
er had supplementedby adding a generous
partisan. Neither is it a neuserves the right to reject any or all bids.
supply of ice cold lemonade. Ice cream,
tura, iu the Township of Holland,County ofOttral. It is a paper of positive
Bids will be received until the Fifth day
c»ndy, and also a full supply of peanuts.
Wmyoa.nftr wltb Oyipepsia and Liver Com- tawaaud State of Michigan,and the same being
The Ice cream was evidentlysome
of
July,
1886,
at
7:30
p.
m.
plaintr Shiloh s ^ Italizer is guaranteedto cure the site upon which the church edifice has been
opinion, expressed without fear
erected.
Pesslnk’s best as It was just' delicious.
spBciricATtosa tor well
or
favor. It seeks the patronDated, Holland, Mich., July
1886.
The repast was thoroughly
lb enjoyed by
The well to be sunk at men place as may be
------ tfei
designated by the Board of Water Commissioners. age of people who love coun•11 present.
enOnly 35 Cents.
----- The
--- —afternoon was very
Vi J CUWell to be sixteen feel in diameter on inside of
jeyably spent in singing, etc. and in ways
P
' ''
curb
and sixteen feet deep, the depth to be measSo confident are we that Dr. Pete’s 85
try more than party.
snch as children love to spend a summer
ured
trom the average surfaceof ground where
cent Cough Cure will not disappoint the
afternoon ..... Jan Van Dyk, 8r.( is very
the
well
Is
sunk,
to
the
bottom
of
the
shoe.
The
Special Assessors Notice.
most sanguine expectationsof a single
curb to be at least twelve Inches thick, of good
busy this season. He has added farming
____ down
_____ consumptive
______ ____ invalid, that
Clxrks Omci, June Tth, 1886,
broken
hard brick laid In cement. A shoe of iron or
is the only
cent
to other business, as he has taken the
we warrant It. Had we not the most npr- I nTo 8*m011
Evart Takken, Antonie wood, or part of iron and part of wood, to be built
Howard ,estate for a term of five years and
sufficiently solid and firm to hold the curb rigid
paper in the west that is a
fee. confidence in iu
and prevent the same from cracking in case clay,
I must lay that his corn is about the best
not think of offering It as we do. Sold by Yan,Per Ble« Klaa« Van Doeaburg.UlkeDe Vriea, boulders, or other obstructions,are met with . A
the Associated
the writer has seen this season, in fact he
H. Walsh &
22-4t .
Johannes Dykema. Jan Prakken.i a- sufficient number of iron bolts to be fastened to
is making the wilderness to blossom as the
I tate of B. flomkea, John De Boer, Anje Bolhuia,
the shoe and going up through the curb to prePress. It prints all the news.
v u ^erllinan, AdrlaanVan Putten, Mrs. Hies, vent any
smy cracL._„
cracking of the
----------euro id case the sand or
rose ..... The fruit prospects on the north
Sleepless nights, made miserable by that terribleAlbert Zuidema.' Cornelia ’a“ RaffeVandiV.’De earth washes from under the shoe.
Sow oy an new* dealers at two cent* per copy.
side, as regards small fruits, grapes, cough. Shiloh s Cure ia the remedy for you. Jong,
‘ut “’“''“J *u‘ JuuM- Earners, Pieternella Ver Schure, Each bidder to furuish with bis bid a detailed Mailed to any addre**, pottageprepaid, for six
apples, etc. are very flattering this season. For aale by \ates &
Third Reformed Church.O. J. Te Winkle,Estate drawing showing plan of well and shoe, also fasSome partieshave already began picking Catarrh cured, health and sweet breath secured 2f uA•JJPl.a,?*®r• John Pieters, G. J. Diekema. R. tenings, eou to enable the Board of Water Cora- dollars per year, or for a *horter term at rate oi
black caps and red raspberries, the crop by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents S,.a?de]ee- Charles Genshaw. P. Oostlug. Alford mlssloners to fully understand his plan of con- fifty centa per month. Address Victor F. Lawson.
Nasal Injector
Finch, Herman Van Ark, G. Van Ark, John W. tructlon.
Publisher The DAILY NEWS, 133 Fifth Ave.,
of which has been somewhat shortened by
B'sman. Geo. H. Stpp, Wm. Waktor.Wm.H. SPECIFICATION POB CAST IBON WATER PIPE AND
CHICAGO,
ILL.
the late dry spells, but with favorabla
Go to Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co for vour
. • J „VaD pykl HarrietWoodruff,Gustave
SPECIAL CASTINGS.
weather from this out the crop will still millinery. H.U .old l, cheap
The
About feet of six Inch pipe, one easy six0’88" U8k“0”' ‘“d
be fair ..... J. Van Dyk, Sr., is erecting a Can
w»u afford
nuuiu w
pay iui
s&iueu lauor
*uu«uaeacn
to pay
for skilled
labor in inmtrim- I o You
and each oi
of you are uereoy
hereby notified that a inch bend, aud one slx-lnch elbow. All pipe to
— 8 pages, 64 columns
qe cast verticalIn dry saud moulds,the pipe to be
cottage on Howard street which will add
uniform in thickness, straightand cylindrical,
and
considerableto the appearance of that
-1
not less than size specifiedInside.Pipe to weigh
— is the largest dollar weekly
thoroughfare ..... Vissions of the waste
the uuaju
Board vi
of Assessors
nByei-Burs to
io iae
ihe common
Common council
Council thirty-two pounds per foot. All pipe to be In
lengths
of
twelve
feet
exclusive
of
bells;
to
have
basket and cramp in the fingers corapell
Shiloh's VlUtlzer Is what you need for Constl- lhe City of Holland, and filed In this office, and
in America.
patton, loss of appetite,dizziness and ail symp- lPat lke Common Council has fixed upon Tuesday, belli three Inches hng, All pipe to be tested to
me to
Observer.
three
hundred
pounds
under
the
usual
hammer
perl
‘“'umuayui
iiuiy,
a
•
u.
wo,
at
7:a0
p
toms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 centa per tPe6lhdayofJalJr.A- D. 1886,
7:30 p. m., at
bottle.
_____ _____
For sale by Yates
______
A
,h® Common Council room in said Cl..,-*...
City, as the teat. Special castings to be guaranteedto stand
Lake Shore.
„
time and place, when and where they will meet
cough and bronchitis immedi- with the Board of Assessorsto review said a»A terriffleencounter between two of our ately relieved by Shiloh
| sessment.
uciacqner. no allowance win uo xnaue lor any
weight above five per cent, over specified weight,
local celebrities,Mr. Campbell Sullivan
By order of the Common Council,
or
specialcastings bevond what la necces’sryto
G*o. U.Sipp, City Clerk.
and Mr. Lawrence Dempsy, in presence
Building; For Sale.
give required strength. Pipe to stand a pressure
of a aelect audience of two women and a
of two hundred pounds per square Inch after beDissolution Notice,
man took place recently, London prize The building on Eighth street', now oc
ing laid. The material and workmanship oi pipe
Notice
Is hereby given that the copartnership
and castings to be first-classand satisfactory to
ring rules to govern, stakes were the cupled by R A. Hunt as a saloon will be
lately existing between Tyler Van Landegend
the Board of Water Commissioners.
soid
cheap
and
on
easy
terms.
Inquire
of
and John Kerlchofnnder the firm name of Van
championship of the Lake Shore and the
SPECITICATIONS FOB LATINO CAST IBON PIPE.
Landegend <£ Kerkhof, was on the I6th day of
Mrs. E. Kbuisenoa.
contenti of a certain black bottle said to
Jane, A. D. 18S6, dissolved by mutual co isent.
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For lame back, side or cheat,use Shiloh’s Poroui
aater Price 25 centa. For aale by Yatea & Kane1

•cratch smiling and after some long arm
Cough and Consumption Cure la sold
work, the distance between them during orShiloh’a
ua on a guarantee.It cure* Consumption.
the entire round was about 12 feet, during For sale by Yatea & Kane.
which Mr. Lawrence Dempsy clawed the
air like a wind mill and Mr. Campbell

Sullivan vigorouslyspit on hia bands,

2nd round.— Eying each other warily
the combatantsgradually neared each
other. Dempsy led with both hands but
owing to the distance his blows fell about
5 feet abort. Sullivan skillfully parled the
blows and countered heavily on Dempsy’s
nose. First knock down for Sullivan.
3rd round.— When timTwha called both
came promptly forward/ Sullivan smiling
and Dempsy a trifle,groggy about the
knees, his eyes almost filled— with tears—
distance between them again increased to
about ten feet. After some more long
arm work and a good deal of dodging and
-ducking and avast amount of moisture
-and wind expended by the combatants
in ipitiogon their hands, and daring each
other to come closer,the audience became
disgusted and the referee declared the
match a draw. The audience thought
Mr. Campbell Solliyan was entitled to the
match on
“Sport.”

—

“pointa.”

Ottawa Station.
JUceioed too late for last week,

BEST WAGONS

f pwial Uotiffjs.

both men retired to their corners— feace
corners.

A
Pain

is
is

AND

Warning.

I

given for the wise purpose of
of

I

xf a

BUGGIES.

luve recently commenced the manufactureof

ni

i

•

.

'

m

aTa'-CUSi1"?.!™™™’ Combination &
the rYnrPQQ WannriQ
exhaus- **Api moo vvayuiiOy

H

unusual nature disturbs the balance
system, the nervous energies are

of

|

and headache and a hundred other To which I invite the attention of all who
disturbances are the result. Many of the
a light and durable wagon,
miseries of modern man and womanhood
might be cured and prevented were their
An . .
,
approach heeded and resisted,
1 h^e
a la^ w^rtment of
their origin in derangementsof the liver
TT!
UkI,

i

having

f °n

. „

|
XJ Q- Q- J
I

dealre

Q

Laying of pipe to include furnishing of lead,
yarn, and all tools and other materials;also setting of specialcastings,gate, gate box and making
connectionswith well and the presentsuction
pipe, and completingthe laying so as to stand a
water pressure of 175 pounds per square Inch after
being laid.
All pipe and special castingsto be laid deep
enough to allow four feet cover, when a greater
depth la required bv the city, only actual cost
ehall be charged for the extra wozk
The city reserves the right to change the route by giving notice to the contractor before the pipe ia delivered
aa originallydesignated, or trenches dug, or afterwards ny paying for any work done ana expense
of removing pipe to where It Is to be laid.
The packingto be good hemp, well twisted and
driven . The lead to be of first quality . All joints
> be at least one and one-half Inches deep and
flush with the bell after caulking.
All refuse pipe or other material
in to be removed
to such place in the city as the Board of Water
Commissionersmsy direct without extra compensation.
The contractor to keep pipeiugIn order for at
least 00 daps after the water la let In.

ALL KINDS OF OARS

1

$1
3 'OTeelsjs
GAZETTE

F^iCEPATOl??
AND CREAMERIES.
GET
THE

ed, Triple Walled.
Charcoal Filled and
Metal Lined, making
Five Walls In alLSolia
Iron Shelves and AirTlghtLocks. .Great variety. For families, grocers
and botela Prices low.

and Wagon

ONE DOLLAR.
POX

TranUlmSqvArotIV. T.

Mi

TYLER VAN LANDEGEND.
JAN KERKHOF.

spxcrncAnox tor oats and gate boxes.
BEST.
One alx-inch gate, double disc braaa mounted.
One cast Iron adjustable gate box.
By order of the Board of Water Commissioners.
THE LEONARD
Clean ABULWlthMovGeo. H. Bipp, Clerk.
able Floes, Solid Ash,
Carved and Ornament-

<1I»I»M Of .tth. lowest poeitble
tiou, costiveness and other unwholesome
figures.
conditions. Evils of a diseased nature find
a certain cure by the use of Golden Seal
I am making
Bitters. In this medicine,nature, aided
by art, has produced a rare combination
of medicinal properties,wisely adapted to
They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin the
the cure of diseasescommon to mankind.
hardwood line.
The vitalizing principalsembodied in
The POLICE
will be mallecd
Golden Seal Bitters will assuredly cure
securely wrappMl, to any audresa In the Unite'
the broken down dyspeptic. Sold by H. Carriage
States
for
throe
months
on
roceipt
of
Painting
Walsh &
: 22 4t.

Son.

All debts owing the said partnership
are to be
received by the said Tyler Van Landegend.and all
demands on the said partnership are to be presented to him for payment, aa he Is amh >rized to
settle all debta due to and by the said firm.
Dated at HollandCity this 16th day of June, A.

.

Liberal dlacount allowed to poetmaateri, agents
Call and See Me before Purchassteady rain of two hours duration
“M»ke no mlitike." See the Loonord
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
ing
Elsewhere,
Addressall orders to
Thortdty forenoon fl.ddened ihe heirti Cleeneble Hefrljeralonbefore yon buy.
RICHARD K,
of (be fermeri in thU locality. Crapi of For aale by R. Eantera <fc Sona.
Holland, Mich. March 18,

h
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contain milk.

men came to

WEEKLY

i

J.

1st round.— Both

member of

^

:
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_

^

.

For Solo by

R.

.

Ranters & Sons
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'Vp

bewilder and amaze an Eastern eye, though its
Speaking of auiciiles, Dr. John Lamstrange how soon yon get accustomedto all the
10-2 South Second Str., Saw Jose. Cal.
wonders of this wonderland. After one has lived bert, of Salem, X. Y., tells a story of a
Jane 2nd, 1886.
here a year, he has little desire to return to the prominent physician, now doing a sucMr. Editor:— For a long time I’ve been getting East. I fancy I could not content myself to live cessful work, who, in early professional
-Mover of
myself together to write you about "Alum Rock there again. The climateis heavenly and the
me, was daily beset w th a strong suiCanyon,’’ but other work has crowded it out till people charming in California.We get an earthcidal impulse. He fully realized the
now. It would be difficultto find within the quake now and then, but they are causes for situation,and contemplated voluntarily
boundaries of our Republic, either east or west of
!
thankfulness.You are thankful that you lived going to the asylum for self-protection ;
the Rocky Mountains,a city, park or pleasure* through it, and are ready for another one.
but he resolutely concluded to put the
ground, more grand In Its great natural features,
This is commencementtime In the schools. A
instrument,a delicate knife, with which
more beautifulIn Its minor details, or more varied
week ago the State Normal closed, with elaborate ho was to open the femoral artery, in
in objects of interests,than our “Alum Rock Canexercises, last evening the High School closed full daily view, and by strength of
yon.” the City Reservation. 1 don’t know that
with a grand pow wow in the theater.To-morrow mental and Christianforce of character
I have a quantity of good vnmmer wood which
Its strange that it. among the many great attracthe "University of the Pacific” closes,where Mies
he fought the enemy out on this line I will deliver cheap, orders miy bo left at the
tions of the Pacific Coast, should not have come
Wlnilred attends, its one of the finest schools on
until the glitteringblade had rusted Moat Market of J. Kuite.
.prominently to the notice of tourists
this coast, with an able and Intellectualcultured
The main featuresof the Canyon are essentially corps of teachers.Dr. Stratton,the President, is and he hod conquered.
Have secured the agency for the celebrated
wild and grand; it can never be a CentralPark,
one of the most able and brilliantpreachersand
•but it has the material for something far more orators I ever heard.
itail jtloatls.
grand and impressive.Little objects of bric-aThis is a great country to work in ii you have
I ALCOTT.
brac would be eminently out of place there, but it
the ability and brains and willingness The peoUolltnd. Mich., May 13.
15.3m.
has ragged romantic scenery, mineral springs, the
ple are a trifle shy at first but toon as you are
rushing Peuitentia with the beautifulfall at the
Hilroit,Mint! & Kanpistie Rtilroti
known and believed in your days of rest and idleupper end of the Canyon, and the grand view from ness cease.
"Mackinaw Short Line”
Buena Vista Point. ' After passingthe Junction
In August there will be a grand conclave iu San The only Direct Route between the East and tho
House and crossing the bridge over the deep ra- hranclsco of thcG. A. R 's of the nation, great
T,»e locu) painters here claim It to be
t pper Peninsula of Michigan.
vine with Us beautiful cluster of live oaks bethe best they have ever used. Do
preparations are being made now, and hundreds
TIME TABLE.
EAST.
neath we wind around the green mound thrown up
W EST,
not buy any other before you
Taking Effect
are expected from the East. Will any of Holland's
READ DOWN.
IISAD Cf.
across the month of the gorge. There is an In- brave boys come out to attend it ? It will be worth
Doc. 23. 1885.
nave examined It. •
teresting feature Just beyond this point There while for all who can afl'ord it.
MINERAL
RANGE R. R
is on one side of the glen a picturesqueridge of
Now, Mr Editor, I don’t know but yon'. I think
rocks which might be called the "Palisades. " I am as bad as a sailor to "spin a yarn", but you
+7. 15am Lv .Calntnet.
.A o.oopm
S.05 "
The highest of these, a huge boulder as seen from know you ’aim obliged to publish it if you don’t
Hancock,...tfl.lOam
ATa high point in the evening when the sun is an
M. H. & 0. R.R.
want .to \ou can hand it to that creature from
hour or two high, presents a remarkable likeness
the regions below who lives in a printer’soffice to
to the face of the "Father of his Country," The light his furnace tire with
+8. 30am Lv Houghton A +7.30pm
9.10 "
L’Anse..
6.10 "
road descending, winding downward with sharp
Respectfully.
11.00 "
• • Republic...
5 20 "
but gracefu.curves look like one of the passes of
A K S BANGS.
12.10pm ..lahpeming... 3.50 "
tssary colors to give them the desired tfm
the Alps, while at the bottom of the Canyon,
12.28 ••
Negaunoe. .. 3.38 "
1.00 "
Marquette
Lv
103
Monroo
St,
Grand
Rapids,
3.00 "
where it crosses the framing torrent,stands the
Board of Education.
If found to contain any adulteration
picturesque oid ••Sentinel Dome ” A pleasant
No. 4. No. 2 TV . M. & M.
No.i. No. 3. EQLAL TO THE BEST MADE IN THE CITY. he seller is authorized to return the
R.
R.
ride of a mile, with the rough, steep sides of
Holland, June 18, 188G.
lummy to the
,C
in in
1.40pm Lv Marq’ttd A •2.05pm+5 30pm
‘•Lord North" towering on the left, and bold
Board met In regular session at the call +7.0:
8.?.^ “
2.30
.....
Onota
.....
I.13 ••
wooded bluffs on the right wideningat length in4 05
the President. No quorum present
9.05 "
2 50
• • Au Train ... 12.45 "
SPECIAL SATES TS UBS. CLASSES, STO.
3.8:
to a gem of a valley,brings us to the hotel and the
10.00 “
adjourned to Juue 25.
3.25
• • Munising ..
12.05 "
2.30
n ’i . *.•
& SONS
10.80
"
3.44
springs. .. There is sulphur and soda, alum and
..Reed*bOro2 II.47am 200
Roland, Mich., May 20, 1886.
Holland, June 25, 188G.
12.20pm 4.50
. .SencyS ..... 10.40 " 12.05
iron, and every othea mineral water known
1.45 5.50
.. Dollarville.. 9.56 " 11.00
Board met pursuant to adjournment. 2.05
fancy. I undertook a sip of all the sorts,but beEnlarging“
5.57
...Newberry. .. 9.50 " 10,30
Prest. Steffensin chair.
4.15
"
7.25
fore I got half wav round I concludedmy stomach
.... .Palms ..... 8.31 "
8.15
Present: Inspectors Kramers, Beach, 5.00 •• 7.46
.. .Moran..... 8.11 “
7.42
would need to be iron-clad to stand all that, sol
St. Iguace4
De
Roo, Harrington and McBride. In- 5.50 " 815
7.45 "
7.00
Pir-rT?-CppQyoUr, ?LD \Dd
ceased investigating. The beautiful fall at the
9.00
AMack
• C'y5 Lv 7.00 "
riuiLKLb and have them copied ant
spector De Roo appointed secretaryproupper end of the Canyon, though not so large a
\ ia M. D. or G.
enlarged.Call and examine my work
tein.
sheet of water, is called by tourists and sight
R. & I. Roads
whether you wish any done or not.
Building and Repair Committee re- « !
-S3.
St
& Connections.
seers far more beautiful than the famed Mlune
Remember the name and number
ported progress in regard to ventilation
haha, at least in the winter and spring months, and
Lv Mack. C’y A 6 15atn
and furnace, and were granted time until 111! 96 30pm
15am A Bay City Lv 10 25pm
the surroundings are in all respects more grand
next meeting to report.
£ at c 7 40 " " SagfnawC’y" 8 35 "
The fall is now easilyaccessibleby a new road ren
wC
E
10
30
“
A communication from City Clerk Sipp
Gd. Rapids “ 5 05 "
103 MONROE 8T., GRAND RAPIDS.
all
cently built on the left side of the Canyon from
Kalamazoo " 215 "
stating that $712.96 Primary School Sla* 101 40pm
40am
Pt. Huron " 410 "
the hotel, but it Is quite dangerousto get right at
money was due the Board.— Filed.
10 50 "
Detroit " 6 05 “
of
finor under it.
8 10pm
Applicationsof Teachers to teach in ‘’-2
Buffalo “ 9 00am
Another feature connectedwith the Park is an
7 45 "
Toronto
‘
915 "
Schools were referred to committee on
8 18am
extendedand beautifulprospect from Bnena Vista Teachers.
Montreal" 8 00pm
2 20pm
Quebec
“
2 30 "
Point. From it you get a view of San Francisco
11 00am
Committee of invcstigaiionin the Traas
New York " 6 00 "
Bay to the northwestand the deep dark gorge to child case reported and asked that no
2 E5pm
Boston
300
the northeast, though the ascent ia steep and further action be taken.
5 Express Trains Nos.
somewhat difficult,one is amply repaid when he
nl^t tni,n8from* an^to* aH Eastern
Board adjourned.
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JAS. HUNTLEY,
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Planing and Re-sawing
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reaches the top.

How

did you observe MemorialDay in Holland?

Here, on

mon

Sunday morning we

Holland, Mich., June 29, 1886.
Board met pursuant to adjournment

had a grand ser-

in the First Presbyterian Church under the

auspices of the ti. A.

R.

Gen

Present, Beach, De Roo, Kremers, McBride, Harringtonand Yates.

In the evening an ora-

gilt

lettering "In Mcuioriam ’’ Each member of

the Post took his flowers and ai he passed depos-

Church Items with the Servioea for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at

at

ory the flowers were given.

ited

the flowers,the bands played and then three

Relief Corps, gathered up the flowers

them

to

and took

the differentsoldiers’graves. The floral

designs were magnificent, one is astonishedat the
genius displayed in the designs.
In the eveningthere was a grand rally at the
Baptist Tabernacle, the largestand finest church

the city, with a seatlag capacityfor fifteen
hundred people. It" was packed to its utmost.
Long before it was time for the Posts to march in
the church was filled,boon the beating of the
drum was heard and every one was on the^ni rlw.
The bund came in first, playing softly, then the
infantry • resaedln uniform and carrying muskets,
after a display of military tactics, thoy aeparated
into two rows, and the members of the Posts
marched In, »nd down between the rows and to
their reserved seats, ail stood till the order was
given to be seated.Then the infantry went
throughhoino more military tactlce, stacked their
muskets, and thecommand was given to be seated.
A prayer was offeredby one of the comrads,then
an orran solo, "The Star SpangledBanner,”was
rendered, it was grand and inspiring,then came a
song, twenty small voices to which every one list-'
cned spell bound. Then came an oration by one
of the comrads, then "Home Sweet Home" sang
by a lady, she received such a storm of applause
that she bad to come again before the audience.
Then a recitationby a little girl, "Yon didn’t pat
flowers on my father’s grave, '' it was beautifuland
touching. After the ceremonies were ended the
ladies of the Relief Dorps gave a reception.
Everybody was introduced to every otherbody. We
had a fine time and went home feeling that we
had "done" MemorialDay, loyally and generously.
in

7

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Nl’t
TOWNS.
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

a.m. p.m. ptm.
Holland ............ 10
Grand Junction ..... 11
Bangor ..............11
Benton Harbor ..... 1
New Buffalo ......... 2

20
37
57
27
35
5 45

Chicago

1 80
2 13
2 30
3 13
4 05
6 40

12

I
1
2
3
7

00
15
35
35
55
00

In either eex. Livoluntary Losses and Sponnatorrhesa caused by ovor-oxortion of tho brain,solfabuse or ovtr-indulgenoo. Each box contains
“OTth 0 treatment. $1.00 a box, or six boxes
for$5X0,aentbymailprepaidon receipt of price.

m.
5 00
8 05
9 20
12 00
2 35

a.

WE GUARANTEE BIX BOXES

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
ptm. a. m
Chicago _____
9 55
New Buffalo....,...
12 30 7 25
Benton Harbor

.......

1 50 10
2 55 1
3 17 2
I 35 5

Bangor ...............
Grand Junction .....

Holland

p.

0:30 a. m., and

7

:30 p.

m

1 Sundav

^

YounK People’s meeting
<ev. Thomas Walker Jones,

rl 13

school
at

6:30.

m p.m

305
3 13
4 00

15
45
55
20

a.m.

a.

a.

Zeeland ........
Holland ........

Pastor.

m

45
5 55
6 .35
5

10
05
10
45

05 ,5 30
3 43 680
3 47 6 40
4 16 7 15

5
6
6
7

40
25
30
10

of—

MARKET

STREET.

During

Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions.

Season of 1886,

the
Jet

black, us were their ances-

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.

season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman

m.

stallionsiu this p»rt of the conntry andi

8 20
9 00
9 01
9 30

I

nvite all

The Best

InterestedIn horses to call a-.d !ouk them over. It
will pay yon.

livery in the City.

GIVE ME A CALL!

m.

__

1

__

Genuine Cyclone

_

Mortgage

Dry Goods & Groceries

...

.

..

£££

WYNHOFF

B.

1

MethodistEpiscopal Church-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morn'ng service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:80 p. m. Prayer-meetingThursday
evening at 7 :30 p.m. All the seats are free.
Subjects: Morning, A National Sermon,
“Righteousnessthe sure foundation of a
Nation.” Evening, "Charitythe superior
Grace EpiscopalChurch— Rev. George
8. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at '*0.30; Evening Service at
7.30; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m.. and Children’s
Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
of each month. All are invited to attend.

1

oth#r

ti

D.8 rD.P

Canada1'

104

P.

o.

Etc

dallJrexcept

by c®nfnkl Standard time.

*'’•

^dwtisnuruts.

of

and complete line of

have the agency in this city

Needle Gas Lamp.

T;» l!o»t D.lightfal

r-

O uMiVlER

TOUR

SnuEm.

Lew Rates.
jut rrije y«r Weak Batwsan

„

. T

Holland. June

14.

B*
1883

WYNHOFF.

Q has woo tho fsrat oi
pubUc ud now ranks

ricturesquo Mackinac," Illustrated.
Sautes ran Vartlealars. Mailed Ifee.

D.

&

Dated Aprils, 1886.

CHARLES STORING,

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

WHITCOMB, QCN.

Pasa. AOT.,

MICH.

C. POST. Attorney.

CAPT.

FRED MINIER,

Will run between Holland and Saugatuck daily, except Sunday, connecting
there with boata for Chicago.
The time of leaving Dougin ia 7.00 a.
m.. Saugatuck 7.30, arriving in Holland
at 9.45 a.
Leaving Holland at 8 p.
m„ arriving in Saugatuck at 5.00, and
Douglas at 5.30 p. m,

m.

Write for on*

O'ft.-olt

said
______
said preml
premises
being
thS
Ing the
the north
north half
half nf
of The
Section twenty-three, in

Goods delivered free of charge.

And Irsry Waak Day Between

‘

costs,
costs,

w?,

the mortgagedpremiaea at public auction

see them.

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND

can’t Imagine the beamy of the effect. Over the

s,-'

These lamps are a great im
movement on all other lamps
)oth as to quantity of oil Holland and Sangatnct,
used and the amount of light
AND DOUGLAS.
which they give. Call and
The Staunch and Fast Steamer

orraoiT and mackinac

miraculouscures made by Golden Seal
white letters, and all the living ones in red letters. Bitters,we do not hesitate to say there is
All around the wall of that immense audience no other remedy for blood, liver, stomroom tboee palm laavas were arranged, and you ach and kidney diseases, half iu equal.
white daisee.All the dead heroes named were In

sale #f

J.

MACKINAC.

the truly

Itcb, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every
kind cured in $0 minutes by Woolbattle flag draped beneath it. In tbla "flowery
kingdom”, where flowers are gathered by the load, ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

foil

for the celebrated

m
7

• claimed due at thla date eeven hundred and
twenty-twodollar*, and alao elx dollars and sev.
entv-two cent* for taxes paid by said aaalgnee.
and no lull or proceedings having been instituted

CROCKERY

J

?

witnesses

in endless variety.
A

P°,ntf lD the Un,tcd 8utep lBd

cHi;Hn6g^EsaRA0M';;P“''

|jieu?

group, and on each point of the leaf a letter. On

Having been

,

Sunday.

alwayi on hand.

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

rostrum was one groop “Ulysses 8. Grant” with a

Proprielor

Livery ami Sale Stable,

two year? and ton months old. This Is their first

,

one group was Lincoln, Washington,Garfield,in

Van Raalte

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D
FROM MUSKEGON TU HUM. AND
Broek. Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m’., and
Holland. Mid,., April i2:.!S?:,li-rrOPrl8^„.
A. C. VAN RAALTE.
pm. p.m. a.m. P-ttn.
2 p.
Sunday School at 3:45 p.m. Muskegon. 3rd street p.m.
1 40 12 05 7 10 850
10 10
Holland, Mich., April 1, 1880. 9 lyr.
raver meeting, Thursday evening at 7 -SO Ferrysbure .......... 2 05 12 27 7 32
9 17 10 45
Subjects: Morning, “Only
tempest in Grand Haven ....... 2 10 12 32 7 35 9 22 10 50
- nly temper
Holland ...........
3 00 1 20 8 10 10 05 11 35
e and death." Aftornoon, “True
Bale.
ia going on in the stock of
p.m. .
Default having been made io the conditions of a
reeaom.” In the evening a sermon will
FKUM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN:
certain mortyage from lede Glaa to Edward j
he preached in English by the pastor of
Harrington, dated September twenty-eixtb, 188a’
p.m.
the Church.
a.m
Holland .........
at the store of
3 05
^0 10 ..
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.- Fillmore .......
3 20
10 25
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sun- Hamilton. .....
3 30
10 33 ..
Allegan ............ 4 05
11 05 ..
day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.’
God’s providenceIn relation to preservaMix
..Id fiesl.ter” OBm |»
tion and government.’' Afternoon,"Noah
liber 20 of mortgagee, page 562). which dVanit
t. ra.|p.m. a.m.
preparing an ark by faith.” Evening. Allegan .....
waa by failure to pay Intern! on
9 05! 4 30 1 25
Foreign Missions.
Hamilton. ...
Diess Goods, Table Linens, twenty-sixth. 1885. and aald intorwt havf w “nee
937 5 05 1 2 15
PHlmore .....
remainedaoMid and in arrear,Mid aaalgnee here9 47 5 13 1 2 80
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- Holland .....
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods. by declare* Ine whole amonnt of said mortage
10 05 5 80 1 00
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
due and payable; and upon which mortgagethere
p m.

m.

.

BOOETE,

These horses are

8

C.
—

tors; they have a fine pedigree and are as yet but

from HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
a m. p.m. s. m p.m. p.

m.

HUNTLEY.

27, 1893.

Will be at the Bale Stable of

m. p.m p+m.

00 12 50 11 00
9 52
11 42
10 05 1 80 II 50

Congregational singing. Opening anthems
by the choir. Weekly praise and prayer- Holland.. .....
10
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.
All Grand Haven
II
are welccmc.
Ferryabnrg
11
skegon.3rd street11
Muskegon.

A.

Marcus and Dick

9

.

JA8.
Holland, May

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Grand Rapida..

Office and Shop on River street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

0. WEST & 00.,
MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL&.

80I0 Prop’s Weet’s Liver PilU,

m. p.

8 15 +4 45 10 05
4 56 10 2 )
5 45 11 00

made and

JOHN
862 W.

m. p.m
_ FhtJ” HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPlihS
Mall. Exp Exp. Exp.
Holland .......
Zeeland ......
Gratia Rapids.

Brackets, etc.
furnished.

To cur® any case. With each order received by its
for six boxes, accompanied with $5X0, we will
send the purchaser our written guaranteeto rere.
•end
fund the money if the treatment does not offset
• cure. Gunrantooa iaauodonlyhy

p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m

’

mus. tell you about the decorations. One large
cross,abjut three feet high, was made of orange
' blossoms, and white roses and on top was perched
*a white dove: a large banner of white roses with
“Phil. Sheridan,’’"G. A. R." and the number of
the Post in scarlet geraniums attracted much
notice; a shield of purple pansies and rod and
S' ranger -i especially welcome. "O Worwhite roses,and stars and crosses and crowns and
ship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness.”
banners made of roses, pansies,and geranlams, Ps. 96-9.
made the air heavy with perfume. The decorations on the walls were unique and lovely. The
large leaves of the palm were grouped, three in a
I

Taking Effect Sunday, May 80, 1886

Hope Reformed Church -Servicesat

After all the members of the Posts bad depos-

salutes were fired. After that the ladies of the

:30.

on a- *n-l ?nd 3 p’ m’ 8unday School
:d0. Weekly prayer meeting with the
bird Reformed Church, on Thursdav

the regimeut to which he had belonged In the war

mem-

. Pa & C. West’s Niuve and Beain TmatMXNT, a guaranteed apecifio for Hysteria, Dizriggfv ConvnMona, Fito, Ncrvou* Neuralgia,
Headache, Nervoua Prostration caused by tho use
of alcohol or tobacco. Wakefulness.Mental Dopression,Softeningof the Brain reaulting in in-

a.

ited them callingout the name and the number of
and the name of the dead soldier to whose

Superintendent, Gen. Pais. A Ticket Act
Marquette,Mich.

Chicaffo and Wert Michigan Railway.

"Government of Nations. ” On Monday the memMinutes read and approved. Regular
bers of the differentPosts met at headquarters order of business suspended.
After dressinglu uniforms and adjustingtheir
The report'uf Committee on Building
army decorations, they formed in ranks and with and Repairs on furnace was presented ant
the bauds, and leaded by the marshals of the day was re-committedto them with instructhey paraded the streets,till they reached the tions to procure uniformity of bids and to
edge of the city where carriages met them and learn the comparative size of each furnace.
took tlem out to the cemetery The people here
Committee on Teachers reported recomturn out en mats, and make grand displays when
they set out to do so. The G. A. R. on this coast mending the engagement of the following
persons for the ensuing year: Superintenis a good deal more than it is in the East. Its an
honor to have been a so.dler.At the cemetery dent, G. P. Hummer; Teachers,Mrs. S
J. Higgins, Misses A. Clark, R. Verbeek
they marched to the music until they reached the
A. M. Osborne, M. B. Pfanstiehl, E. g’
Pavilion,where they, with the ladlesof the Relief
Van der Meulen, C. Vaupell. A. A. CunCorps, were arranged in order under the canopy
ningham.— Adopted.
of the Pavilion.There was exquisite music, and
Adji'urnsd.
a fine oration delivered by one of the comrads.
0. E. Yates, Sec'p.
After that part of the ceremony,they again iormed

and marched to the place of decoration.A
mound over which was an arch with the words io

ALLEN,

Marquette.

Prest. Steffens in chair.

tion was delivered in the Christian Church on the

|
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'

BT H. H. NEWHALL.

Hla was a life well-rounded and complete,
In which the days each other did repeat
In kindly acta and gentle words to those
Whose cup full oft with bitterness o’erflows.

She turned and walked slowly away from
him for a dozen yards or so, and then returned as slowly. Settlingher hands more
lightly over her dress, which was smooth,
and white, and stainless, she answeredhis
question by asking anoiher, “Does this look
like it?”

The lowly, homeless,and forsaken poor
Could ever And an entrance at his door
.
A willing ear to list their tales of wo,
A generous heart to cheer them with its glow.

;

•

He waited not the beggar at his sate,
But sought him in the cornerswhere he sate.
In doing good be found supreme delight,
And few the occasions that escaped his sight.
Not many knew him in
Where pride and pomp
He did his deeds not to
But by the Eye of more

the walks of life
and arrogance are rife;
be seen of men,
than mortal ken.

“Indeed

don

it

does not. But you must parmust be hungry; you must

me. You

be half famished.”
For answer, she turned her face towards
him. Her cheeks were round and full, and
rosy with health and strength. She threw
back her head, and a rich, musical laugh
rang out on the air, sweet and shrill as a
bird- song.

spoke of

a future in which he should be at

home with her and little Elsie.
Good fortune had followed the

Tidal

Wave for so long that her crew came back
one by one, until, when Captain Harmon
announced one day to his wife that
the voyage on which he was to start that
day would be his last one, he added that
with the exception of those who were dead
and gone it would be his old crew who
would sail with him.
How it stormed! Hardly was the ship
out of the bay before the wind and rain
were beating in fierce fury around
the home of Beatrice and Elsie.
Time brought little change. One day
would be a day of tempest. The next

“I am not hungry, Captain Bertrand
Harmon,” she said, “and I don’t know that would be a day of dull rain from a leaden
I shall need to trespass more noon your sky. Then would come the tempest
And when he died no lofty head was bowed—
hospitalitythan to beg the privilegeof a again.
His mourners were the base, uncleanly crowd;
After a time there were days when the
For well he learned the words, aI say to ye,
chair in which I may rest here on the sunny
In feeding them ye also have fed me."
deck until you anchor in the harbor. It is sky was clear, but the wind moaned in a
sad undertonethrough them all, like a mad
not much 1 ask, is it?”
Though little known by whom the world calls
The color deepened in Bertrand Har- creature not yet satisfied with the evil it had
great,
He well could bear the oft-occurringfate
mon's bronzed face at the implied rebuke. wrought.
To such it may be said, "I know ye not"—
Elsie lay in her little bed in frightened
“You are welcome, and more than welFor him there is reserved a fairer lot.
come, to anything I can offer,” he hastened silence more than once, and watched her
’Twere better to be known in heaven above,
to say; “and I beg your pardon if my ques- mother pace back and forth the whole long
And taste the sweetnessof immortal love,
tions have seemed unkind or impertinent. lengthy of their great room. Poor little
Than to bo blazonedin the courts of earth.
baby Elsie will always remember the white
Still-still-”
Where men are measuredby the scale of birth.
“Say it," she said wilh a smile; “say it, face, the bitter tears, and the tightlyclasped hands which the poor mother
They are not great who throng in vaultedhalls, Captain Harmon.”
Whose voices ring in. echoes from the walls;
“I was merely going to say that when a showed to her young and wondering eyes
Though ne’er so well they speak for church or
captain finds a woman perfect in her ward- night after night, while the careworn mother
state,—
robe, her manners, her conversation,on the believed the childish eyes were locked in
It is not this which makes men truly great.
deck of his ship, after weeks of tempest slumber.
But doing daily by our fellow-men
The terror reached its climax one wHd
and storm — when he finds her looking ns
As we would have them do by us again,
December night. There was not a cloud in
fresh
as
though
she
never
knew
anything
Is nearer to the greatness of the One
Who bled, forgave, and said “Thy will be done." so rough as even the best accommodations all ihe sky. The moon rose calm and
—The Current.
I could have given her on the Tidal Wave peaceful over the distant sea. But the
—when he finds her strong and ruddy as wind seemed to hurry on its way os it never
though she bad never wanted food, and as had before. Elsie could not reiftemberto
THE YOUNQ WIFE’S DETICE.
bright- eyed as though she had lost no sleep have ever heard so terrible a storm. The
My mother is a charming dear,
mother’s hand trembled as she undressed
—any curiosity which any son of Eve—”
But George holds her in mortal fear,
She tapped her foot impatiently on the the baby girl, and her lip quivered as she
So when to solitude I'm prone—
kissed her good night. But she was too
deck.
Whene’er I wish to be alone,
1 tell him mother's coming.
“Was her curiosityan advantageto Eve, good and brave to wish to make a mere
.

;

It is

an innocent device,

And then, in truth, it's very nice
To know I can on any day,
Should I so wish, keep him away.
I tell him mother's coming.

.

;

—

the horizontal position is assumed they
have no longer much to feed upon, and
may either go out, as the phrase is, or
may be accidentallyor intentionally extinguishedas the person rolls or moves
upon the floor. In any case, not only
child
share
in her bitter sorrow and dread,
or was it not?” she added.
and she kept back her emotions for the is time gained but the injury inflicted
Harmon shruggedhis shoulders.
is minimized.
drear}- night itself.
“Be it so,” he said. Then added, “Am I
In the event of the conditions not
Elsie, after a few hours fitful slumber,
to have a name by which to call you?”
woke
and
looked around her.
being
those of self help but of assist“Would ‘the friend of the birds’
”
The moonlightpoured into the room in a ance from another, if it be a man who
she commenced, saying what little she did
broad, golden flood, looking so still and comes to the rescue, having first or
with a very evident effort, but stopping at
girl or
something she saw in the captain’sface. peaceful compared with the hurrying roar instantly thrown
of the angry night outside.
“My name is Beatrice Oiseau,” she said.
down
it
easy
to
At the window stood her mother, looking
He gazed away at the distantheadlands,
take off his coat and so stifle the dilike
a
cold white statue in the moonlight.
and at the forests and hills and fields beminished flame with this or some other
yond. The day seemed suddenly to have Her hands hung weak and helpless at her suitable covering, tho flames playing
sides, instead of her fingers, writhing in
lost its brightnessfor him. The land
seemed so far away and unreal, though the frantic twistings which Elsie had so now upward from the lower limbs or
the ocean seemed to have narrowed often watched. There were no tears on lower part of tho body of the prostrate
until his life was bound and ham- her face. It seemed to Elsie that they had fellow-creature.If it bo a woman who
pered by its limits. His good ship — his frozen at their very source. There were rushes to give aid this last named conand his father'sbefore him — looked poor no words of wild song on her lips. Khe dition suggests that the safer mode of
and mean, all at once, to the man who seemed to have lost all thought and all rendering it is to approach tho sufferer
memory. All powers bnt two seemed gone.
looked from it to the brown eyes opposite
and fling something thence over the
his and then away to the everlastinghills. Else trembled at the look in those great
lower part of the body, for fear of setSomething new was stirringin his heart. eyes.. Ifi heaven's name, what could she
see?
She
trembled
at the tell-tale poise of ting fire to herself.
Something new had come 'into his life.
If in these fearful accidentsthe horiHe looked away and waited. He waited that head. No one had ever listene'd more
intently than she was doing. What was zontal position be assumed or enforced
for her to say more. But she had evidently
it, beyond Ihe horizon’s edge," beyond the
there would lie, in short, comparative
said all she meant he should hear.
The crew had taken the new-comer into power of storm to keep from her, that immunity and limited injury. If not,
she could hear? For God’s sake, what
their affection at once, it seemed, for they
what must happen? The fire will
was it?
were talking of her while Harmon looked
She leaned forward. The great broad mount, the flames (and it is these which
away to the west and waited.
window
was open. All at once a smile (Jo the injury) will envelop the body,
“She is our luck, and has been all this
inside and outside the clothes, and will
came
into
her face. She began to sing:
time,” said one. “Yes,” said another;
reach the neck and head, and then, in“I
love
you
bo!
I
love
you
bo!
“and I would go anywhere in the ship if
Across tho night I come
deed, they may be smothered by a coat
she were with us." “So would I,” saida

-

Perchance I give a little tea—
For gossip 'tie, ’tween you and me.
At such a time, of course, you know,
He'd be but in the way, and so
I tell him mother's coming.
Should I desire some pleasant day
To go to anv matinee
And not bo home in time to get
A supper for my darling pet,
I tell him mother'scoming.
Whatever I may wish to do ;
To spend the day with gossips few
Amuse myself as I may please,

Clothln|:on Fire.
deal for more than half an hour, but •
A girl or woman who meets with this Jainos, or Brahmanic devotee, will
accident should immediatelylie down stand his ground for days together,
on the floor, and so any one who goes and indignantly refuse alleviation in
to her assistance should instantly, if she the form of a cooling drink. Nay, even
be still erect, make her lie down, or, if true-believingspectatorswould resent
needful,throw her into a horizontal interferenceof that sort, for tempting
position and keep her in it. Sparks fly a Jainos to break his vow would proupward and flames ascend. Ignition voke the vengeance of an otherwiseprofrom below mounts with fearful rapid- pitious deity, and perhaps compromise
ity, and, as a result well known to ex- innocent third parties. Hindoo fakirs
perts, the fatality or disfigurement in would smile at the idea of expiatingsin
these lamentable cases is due to the by a pedestrian pilgrimage.Benares,
burns inflicted about the body, neck, the mouth of tho Jumna, and other
face, and head, and not to injuries of tho holy localitiesare yearly visited by pillower limbs.
grims who have conquered distance by
Now, the very moment that tho per- wriggling along the highway, after fasson whose clothes are on fire is in a tening their- wrists and ankles to a
horizontal position on a flat surface, tho shoulder-strap, or even to an iron neckflames still ascend, but only into the lace. And yet the Brahmans complain
air, and not encircling the victim. that the times of true religiousfervor
Time is thus gained for further action, are days of the past. Tho men who
and in such a crisis in a fight against hoped to crash out the taint of original
fire, a few seconds are precious, nay, sm by hugging the wheels of the Jugpriceless. Once in tho prone position gernaut were only second-rate devotees
tho person afflictedmay crawl to a bell- a true Jainos would deliver his soul
pull or to a door, so as to clutch at the from the thralldom of the body by sitone or open the other to obtain help.
ting down naked in a strongholdof
The draught from an Qpen door into horse ants, or by plastering a number
the room would serve to blow the of artificial sores with the caustic leaves
flames, if any, away from the body; or of the Urtica urens, unless he preferred
again, still crawling,the sufferer may to prolong the pleasure of self-destrucbe able to secure a rug or table cover, tion by a diet of stramonium seeds.
or other articles at hand to smother Prof. Felix L. Oswald.
any remaining flames.
A Boston Female Book Agent.
I say remaining flames, for as soon as

;

with perfect case,
I tell him mother's coming.

I fix it all

—Thj Rambler.

A BIRD OF PASSAGE:
The good ship Tidal Wave was almost
home. The vojage had been long and
tempestnons,and captain and crew had
thonght more than once that the end of it
had come — the end of the journey so
hopefully commenced, the end of the’gallant ship that had been their home, and the
end of the wild life they had loved, all
all

together.But the sunshine had
driven the black storm from the sky, the
finished

the

;

tempest's rage had spent itselfin unavailing third; “bnt I wouldn’t venture again with
fnry, and now the great green waves turned hei gone." “And her death would mean
their faces up to the warm, and blue, and wreck and ruin.”
cloudless sky, and smiled and dimpled
under the strong hand of the fresh breeze.
“I love yon, Beatrice Oiseau,”Captain
The good ship Tidal Wave was almost
Harmon said to her one night in the sweet
home.
The sun was bright, the air was pure, summer weather, as they wandered together
and fresh, and clear. The waves rolled along the beach, in bis native village, where
lazily along the sides of the vessel. Great she had been staying with his friends. “I
flocks of birds — birds whose homes were on love yon, Beatrice; will you make my life
shore among the rocks, but who dearly glad and happy by being my wife?”
“Do you care for me, just as I am?”
loved the sea — came close about the vessel.
“I do, love, I do!"
Their discordant cries made music in the
“Without knowing or caring how or
ears of the sailors, for they told them of
when I came upon your ship?”
home.
“Without knowing, certainly!”
After a time one of the birds, a large one,
“Nor caring?”
pure white, settled on the rigging, and
“If you wish it so, yes; without caring.”
stood looking down upon the deck and the
busy men who were gathered there.
“Without knowing or caring who I am?”
“Did you ever see a bird like that?”
“Nor what I am?”
asked the mate of Captain Harmon.
“Yes.”
“I never did,” answered the captain, who
“Your love is faithful?”
had a genuine love and a cenerousknowl“Yes; faithful as life itself!"
edge regarding natural history. “It is new
“And everlasting?”
tome. Hero, Jack,” he added, turning to
a sailor who stood near, “go below and
“Until death — and beyond it!"
bring me my rifle. Let us have a nearer
She laid her hand earnestly upon his
view of this strange bird.”
arm. He could see the eager hope in her
Jack brought the weapon. Captain Har- face as the moonlight shone down upon it.
mon took it into his hands in that indescri- She asked him her one last question.
bable way which betokens love for the
“Aon will always keep in remembrance
weapon, and a complete understanding and any wish I have ever expressed, and keep
mastery of its use. All eyes were turned it in its very spirit?”
“I will! You know I will!”
towards the strange bird. There was a
pause for a moment as the Captain slowly
She let her head fall upon his shoulder.
raised the rifle towards his shoulder.
He could see the happy tears in her eyes.
“Captain Harmon, I should never have He had his answer without need of words,
believed that of you. Let the bird go.”
but she gave him words, too.
All turned to see the source of the clear
“I have been so miserable. Now I am
and musical voice. The bird, forgotten, so happy. I will be your wife, and my
was left to rest upon the mast or join whole life shall be devoted to your happihis opean-fellows at his own pleasure.
ness and your good! I have loved you
The speaker was a young woman, dressed longer than you will ever guess or ever
in some soft fleyec white raiment, slight know.”
and supple, quick and graceful,a wealth
The next voyage of the Tidal Wave took
of soft brown hair falling all about her the young bride upon her wedding tour.

shoulders,and a pair of earnest and
bright brown eyes looking out from under
a high forehead, and gravely regarding the
astonished captain. Coming upon them so
unexpectedly, standing almost upon tiptoe,
with her whole frame bent earnestly forward, she might almost have seemed like
some great brown-eyed,white-coated bird
herself, who had suddenly settled down
among them.
Bertrand Harmon prided himself on his
quick and ready politeness. I believe that

he regretted,to the end of his life, the fact
that his cap remained on his head a second
or two longer than it should have done.
Surprise was to blame for that. Bnt he
had it in his hand, and stood with bared
head gravely bowing to the lady just a little
later, only a little, than would have been
true courtesy, had he met one he knew, in
the street of his native town. His crew,
admirers and imitatorsof all he did. removed their hats and caps, and tried to
look as grave and dignified as he did.
“The bird may go free. I am always
glad to grant a lady’s wishes!” said he.
“Thank vou. 1 hat is like the Bertrand
Harmon of whom I have been told." Then,
coming a step nearer, and laying her hand
upon his own, she said, with great earnestness, “Promise me that you will never kill
a bird who comes to your ship."
“I promise,” he said. After a pause,
•Why are you here? Where did you come
from?” he asked, with cariosity. -----“Why pry into the past? --lam here. Is
not that enough?”
Her answer seemed to mock bis question,
but her manner was grave enough, and
perhaps a little troubled.
“Have you been concealed in the hold all
this long and stormy voyage?”

is

woman

But faithfulbe,
My love, to me.
And I will guide you home!
Your wave-washed deck
Shall know no wreck,
Though wild the winds may blow,
If you are true
As I to you,
Because I love——"

It was a simple and homely song enough,
but poor baby Elsie will cry over it always,
for it stands in her memory side by side
with the strangest and most terrible events
she had ever known. At the end of the
second line there was a quick, rustling
beat, like the flap of great wings. The
moonlightfell in an unbroken flood throngh
the window upon the floor. The clear and
birdlikevoice she loved so well rose and
fell on the wintry air, shrill and easily
heard despite the storm. But her mother
was gone. There was no doubt of that.
Her place at the window was empty.
Still the slow song sobbed on. Still the
baby eyes watched the vacant place in the
moonlightwhere her mother had stood.
Still she waited — waited for the end.
you are true
Ab I to yon,
Because I love “If

"

or

wrapper or

rug,

while the victim is
or is doomed to

frightfully disfigured
perish.

For many years I have urged these
views while lecturing on injuriesfrom
burns, and hence I have an occasion to
illustratethem practically, though in a
comparatively trival accident. Some
dressingsof a very inflammatorycharacter caught fire at the bedside of a
patient in one of my surgical wards
they were promptly seized by student,
who threw them into the middle of the
ward and endeavored to stamp out the
flaming material. Hut this, containing
paraffine and resin, adhered to his
boots, and his legs, as he danced about,
were getting uncomfortablyhot. To
liis astonishment,and to the undoubted
surprise of every one in sight, I caught
him by the collar of his coat and tripped
up his legs. Instantly the flames became harmless and were extinguished
by the nurse throwing a jug of water on
them.— t/o/m Marshall.
;

Then there was a sudden report;and her
Hindoo Fanatics.
mother stood in her place at the window
The
scant success of the East Indian
again. Stood there, clutching at the curtains and at the empty air. Stood there for missionscannot be explained by tho
half a minute, to go down in a shapeless want of zealous missionaries, but rather
heap upon the floor at the end of it.
by the fact that their zeal is directed
Wounded! Dead! Dead when Elsie’s against the most tenacious creed on
voice hud brought help! Dead when they earth— the ineradicablecult of Brahma.
reached her! Shot through the breast with
Brahmanismhas withstood Hie attacks
a rifle ball. Who killed her? The detecof Moslem and Portuguese zealots; it
tives have found no clue. God only knows.
has survived the political convulsions
We may guess what we will.

Two Buffalo 'Times men were recently besieged by a Boston book
agent, who took possession of the only
remaining chair in the sanctum and began to pour in her broadside.
“My name,” said she, “is Miss Alice
McAllister,and I come from Boston,
the seat of culture and the home of all
good women.”
“What made you leave it, Alice?”
said the reporter, seeing that the combined indifference of the two newspaper
men had brought the woman of culture
to a

sudden halt,

“I’m a traveling advocate of women’s
rights and a wandering book-worm.”
The reporter was about to ask her if
the walking was good, but by this time
she had shaken oil what little embarrassment she might have felt at first,
and would not give the reporter a
chance to utter a word.
“I have been to all the Eastern cities,
and am only stopping in Buffalo for
three months to take a few orders on
this work of ‘Eminent Women.’ I am
no every-daybook-agent,as you will
perceive. I carry my sample-bookin
my muff, in which I had a pocket made
for the purpose. I do no advertising
through the papers. I advertise in
person. I despise very young men and
very old men. Neither can appreciate
my work. I find out the names of
every man in the office and what position they hold before I enter it, so that
I can call every person by name. I
pay no attention to tho signs over tho
doors which forbid agents to enter.
They never know I’m an agent until
I’m fairly settled, and then the whole
office usually makes up one or more
subscriptionsfor my book, so as to get
rid of me. I am never in a hurry. If
people do not subscribe, or remain immovable after I have used up all my
exertions, then I faint and work on
their sympathy. I got into a railroad
office once, and they gave mo a pass to
Chicago if I would leave the town. I
once recited the first verse of a poem of
*

my own productionin a newspaper
office, and the editor offered to subscribe for my book if I would omit the
remaining stanzas. When I called
around to collect my money they told
me that he was dead, and that there
was no money left after paying his
funeral expenses.”
All this, and even tho threats of the
lady that she would recite this entire
poem and scan every meter, failed to
have any effect on the newspapermen,
who could witness anything up to a
death scene or listen to a funeral oration without flinching,and she departed
in disgust, saying that slie would never
call again, that the

newspapermen had

no money anyhow, and that, if ‘they did
subscribe, they could never be found
when she wanted to collect. So the
lady tookva walk to nerve herself for a

So you know the story that poor little of half a hundred centuries ; it has done new attack.
baby Elsie has for her papa when he comes more. It has prevailed against the perA Telling Speech.
home. She watches for him eveiy day. suasive gospel of Buddha Sakyamuni.
They think it is better so, although I think Fifteen hundred years ago the" largest
A Western correspondent sends tho
they would never make her believe them if part of Hindostan had accepted the doc following :
they told her he would never coipe. But trines of Buddhism, but the northI recently listened to a debate in one
ho never will.
western strongholds of Brahmanism of the school lyceums of this city upon
The one following she remained at home.
For another thing they do not dare tell
The time seemed long. The ports visited
gradually encroached on the territory the novel and momentous question of
her yet is, that the mainmast, with its rigwere numerous. The kinds of trade and
ging, and with a great white bird tangled of their rivals, and at present a hun- “woman suffrage.”
barter in which the Captain was engaged
The debater upon the “anti-woman”
among the ropes, a great derid bird, which dred million of natives whose forefathers
were many. But all was prosperous;all
had, for a time, renounced all super- side was doubtlessengaged in his first
is unlike any bird the natural historianstell
vi as successful; skies were
fair; breezes
about, a bird with a rifle ball through its stitions but the belief in the supernatural effort, and this fact, together with a
were favorable. It seemed as though
breast, is all that was left of the Tidal mission of their messiah have returned slight impedimentof speech and a most
everything in sea and air were working toWave.
to their idols and worship a hundred original series of arguments, combined
gether for the good of Captain Bertrand
It is all that has been found. It is
Harmon.
of gods, besides the monkey Hanuman, to produce one of the funniest and most
enough!
When the ship came home at last, after
and other zoological vermin.- Their unanswerable speeches that I had ever
being gone more than half a year, there was
belief in the merit of self-torture, too, heard. Here it is, almost in full :
Honorable Employment.
a new joy in store for the broad-shouldered
“Ladies and gentlemen, the first
has revived in some of its most groand black-beardedCaptain. There was a
There is nothing derogatory in any tesque forms. Ridicule is impotent thing to find out is w-w-what man was
tiny baby girl in the little home, lying upon employment which ministers to the
against the belief. Since Anglo-Saxon m-made for, and what w-w-woman was
the pillow beside the happy face of Beat- well-being of the race. The plowskeptics have superseded the old mas- made for. God created Adam first,
rice Harmon— a little life which came to
man that turns the clod may be a Cincin- ters of Texas the Mexican “penitents” and put him in the Garden of Eden.
bless her and her lover husband just as his
natns or a Washington, or he may be have become more self-afflictivethan T-then
ship came sailingup the bay.
made Eve, and p-put her
Baby Elsie was the pride of her father’s a brother to the clod ho turns. It is ever, and merely observe the precaution there too. If He hadn’t c-c-created
heart. Each time he went to sen it became every way creditable to handle the yard- to veil their bloodsmeared faces. Nor Eve, there never would have been all
harder to leave Beatrice and her. Every stick, and to measure tape; tho only lias derision cooled the enthusiasmof
the s-s-sinthere is uo\v in this w-worlct
time he canm home he brought wonderful discredit consists in having
soul the Hindoo fakir. ‘ In the streets of If He hadn’t made Eve, she never
gifte to them both.
whose range of thoughts is as short as Aurangabad,one of the most populous would have p-p*pieked the apple and
Elsie could have told strange stories the stick, and as narrow as the tape.
cities of the Deccau, a British officer eaten it. N-n-no, she never would have
about her mother bail she known enough of
There is no glory in the act of affixing recently saw a devotee suspend himself picked it and g*given it to Adam to eat.
the world to know that anything her own
a signatureby which treasures of comhead downward by twisting his legs Paul in his epistles says w-w-womea
dear mother-did was strange, or could be.
She could have told her how she would merce are transferred,or treaties be- around a sort of horizontal bar, exposed should* k-k-keep still. And besides,
stand at the east window for bourn, when tween the nations are ratified ; the glory to the fierce glare of the noonday sun. UatHes and gentlemen, women couldn’t
the wind blew and the ocean roared, and consists in the rectitude of the pur- The observer,seated on the shady ver- fill the offices. I d-d-defy anyone to
sing songs which the baby brain could not
andah of the stage-coach depot, watched p-point out a woman in this city or
understand, in a clear and bird*likevoice,
him from morning till noon, and saws c-c-oountythat could be sheriff. Would
She could have toll of the fear that she
in statu quo when the coach a woman t-turn out in the dead of night
had seen written on her mother’s face ing, when, by the common consent of
started,
an hour before sunset Can- to track and arrest a m-m-murderer?
many Units when there was a storm abroad,
mankind, it will be esteemed more hon- didates for the distinction of a more I say n-no! Ten to one she would
and of the tears she had seen so often.
orable to have been John Pounds, put- perfect saintship supplement the caloric elope- w-w-with him!”
amid
But when papa came there were no fear,
nor sorrow, nor tears. So she never spoke. ting new and beautiful souls into the of solar heat by lighting fires in the thunders of applause and laughter the
And Beatrice never asked her husband ragged children of the neighborhood, open air and standing erect between gallant defender
man’s rights
to give up the sea, although she would while he mended their fathers’ shoes, three or four piles of blazing fagots. triumphantlytook his seat.— Editor's
nestle close to him when he sometimes than to have boon sat on o throne
Few Caucasians could endure that or- Drawer, in Harper’s Magazine,

He

a

him

And

of

Buffalo Hunting.

Important.

When you

“How Can She Ever Lore HlmF
what you often hear said when the proanectlve groom is the victim of catarrh.
“How can ahe bear >uch a breath?” "How
resolveto link her destiny with that of one
with a disease, that unless arrested, will end
In consumption,or perhaps in insanity?” Let the husband that is, or Is
to be. get Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Itemedy, and
cure himself before It is too late. By drug-

or leave New York City, save
Catlin exhibited his pictures
baggage,expreesage,and #8 carriage,hi re, and
of Indian life, a little oyer twenty-five
years ago, one of the moat striking top at the Grand Union Hotel, oppoaito
Grand Central Depot
features of the collection was the rep618 rooms, fitted np at a cost of one million
resentation of the countless herds of
dollars, si and upwards per day. European
bufialo that then ranged in millions plan. Elevator. Heetanrantsupplied with the
• from Mexico to the Hudson Bay ter- beat Horae oara, stages,and elevated railritory. In this year of grace the buf- road to all depots. Familiescan live better for
falo is almost as extinct as the aurochs, leas money at the Grand Union Hotel than at
any other first-classhotel in the city.
the bulk of the slaughter being done
in the last ten years, and done so thorAre We Losing Our Teeth?
oughly that in a distanceof a thousand
The
alternative as to whether man was
miles a traveler was never out of sight
of a dead buffalo, and never in sight of created or developed can no longer be
a living one. The long-range rifle in raised, now that we are exercising the
the hands of the white hunter has been free use of our reason. Man’s dentition
the weapon of destruction. The habit has to be judged from our experience,

When

visit

Is

gists.

_

___

True, we do not know the definite
stages by which it was attained in man,
any more than we do in the case of the
anthropomorphoidsand all the other
apes of the Old World; but we shall

Ssr^SSSS,!? iKSSsii

in connec-

the burglar.

over, and at this distance, out of sight
and hearing, they cau fire shot after

THE MOST

SPRAINS, BRUISES. RHEUMATISM NEURALGIA TOOTH-

cm

ACHE, BURNS, FROSTten

for

BITES, &o.

impure blood with the mo* effectivereeulti”

Genalne hu aboveTnde Mirk md oroned red line#
on wnpper. Take lowlier. Mideonljbr
_BROWN CHEMICAL CO.. BALTIMORE, MP.

Rlrui».

Prices, 25c, 50c, eii $1,00 per Bottle.

For Sale by all Medicine Dealers.
of imitations.-**

CmtM

wrui

Kwftl Pk'klti, Vlrifjtr, tal.up, PrfwrrM,

f*n"”V

1

Living ? ___

JAMkS HASLKY,

Sra.UJrow*r,Mull**, Ark.

JONES

That depends upon the

mips
Kmr

whole sysof order — the

inactive the

tem is out
breath is bad, digestion

irtae

Hal

poor, head dull or aching,

energy and

I5C0YERY

hopefulness

gone, the spirits are de-

Fisc's Remedy fbr Catarrh k the
Be*, Xuleat to Uae.aid Cheapest.

pressed, a lieavy weight
general despondency and

The

the blues.

Liver

CURES ALL HUMORS,

CATARRH

exists after eating, with

from i common Blotch,

_or_ Eruption^

is

remedy

simple

that acts

constipate afterwards or

“

CATARRH

require constant taking,

does not

Hi

Pleo’a Remedy fbr Catarrh la the
Be*. Kuleat to Cm, and Cheapest

“

like Nature, does not

cents In stamps for a largo treatise, with colplates, on Skin DiScmcs, or tbo saSS

ored

interfere with

business or pleasure durits use, makes Simmons Liver Regulator a

ing
A FOREIGN exchange says : “Statistics
do not at all corroborate the opinion

j But. Eulut
Remedy
Catarrh
tha H
Use, and Cheaput.B

j

Flao’s

medical perfection.

are delicate, fragile flowers.
They prove them^to be energetic, amthat girls

Throbbing Headache, It Is the best medicine the world ever saw. Have tried forty
other remedies before Simmons Liver
Regulator,and none of them gave more
than temporaryrelief, but the Regulator
not only relieved but
v
H. H. Jones. Macon, Ga.

in numbers from the time they are
born, and, with the exception of about
four years of their life, keeping on the
winning side and gaining, as a rule,
two, three, and even four years more of
life than men.” In France, where children get less of good mothering than
in other countries, the baby girls show
the same amount of determination to
overcome negle.t. Of 10,000 born alive
of each sex there died in the

|

or those with weak lungs, spitting of blood,
bronchitis, or kindred aileotionsofthroat or
lungs, send 10 cents In stamps for Dr. H. V.
Fierce's treatise on these maladies. Address
the Doctor, Buffalo, N. Y.

<1

«•. 1
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a

41.
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But,

Remedy

fbr

Catarrh M the
Cbaapdrt.

CATARRH

has invented a window and
had it patented. Now, who will invent a
post-hole and get a patent on it?

CHRONIC DISEASES

or
But,

Remedy

fbr

Catarrh Is (ha

Eulut to Uae, and Cheaput.

CATARRH

E'HK

ini

Lungs,

*ntl Torpid Livers
Bljloueneee.” In many cases only

f
Pleo’a

TH4

"If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, bavo
sallow color of skin, or yellowish-brownspots
on face or body, frequent headache or dizziness, bad taste In mouth, internal heat or chins,
alternatingwith hot flashes, low spirits and
gloomy borebodlngs, Irregularappetite, and
coated tongue, you are suffering from liidl*

1,1

DYSPEPSIA!

A woman

uux oniy as a rern
lungs, but for all

Liver, Blood,

Eulut to Pae, and

now ceU

M

OF

II
' ,II“,UIIIBUUU
UOWfli, I
derxngemenU of the internalviicera, Purely
vegetable,containing no mercuoy, minerals,or deleteriom druga.
Price. 25 cents per box. Bold by all druggiits.
ill

fatal disease, when first offering this

oprated remedy to tho public. Dr. Pikrci
thought seriouslyof callingIt his “Con«
Cure,” but abandoned that name
Ihnltedfor a medicine which, from Itf

iBemedy for Catarrh bu done me more good

v. Ftoe’s

j |
T

A

i

CATARRH

Stomach
Remedy
1
m
^ ^

A C\f *11

I

Plso’s Remedy fbr Catarrh Is tha
Be*, Eulut to Use, and Cheaput.

The Great Liver and

To Consumptives,

CONSUMPTION,
which Is Scrofnlotie Disease of tho
Lnu*e, Is prompUy mid certainly arrested

•Piso’a Remedy for CaUrrh is Just the medicine
have been lookin* for.’-W. Ooton, Mayavllle,Ky.

RADWArS
FILLS!

.

established.

and cured by this God-riven remedy, If taken
before the last stares of the disease are reached.
From Ita wonderful power over this terribly

cured.

Hoys. Girls.
First year ...........................
jiH14 li5(r7
1 moo next years ....................
1,078 1,040

coustltutlouy mil be

Is

CATARRH

I have tested Its virtues personally, and
know that for Dyspepsia,Biliousness and

bitious, resolute, and determined; asserting their right to predominate even

fbr

to

I

lojp

i?1 are

c^rnced.

Afl

Stio?irr*'SLC'2l

HOW WOMEN WOULD VOTE.
diieaifH. Take the medicine according to directions,
observe what we aay in *Falie and True" reipect-

No answer.
“Orter be blacked,” continued the
boy. “Feller may have on ever so nice
duds, but if his butes don’t shine he

ever used.

The Swede
garden of

The man looked a mile further away.
“It won’t be but five cents, you know,
and a nickel won’t bust your bank account. It’s wonderful how much shine
you can get for a little money. What
do yon say?”
The man’s eyes seemed to be follow-

down

“Don’t want to press the matter, you
know, but if you could give me an
answer inside of an hour I’d be very
much obliged. I like to see a man
think deeply before deciding an important matter.”

The man came back to this world
long enough to spit over his shoulder
and move aside for a man with a ladder, and then he took flight again.
Perhaps you’d like to have me meet
yon here at this hour to-morrow?” suggested the boy. “It would be no trouble
at all, I assure you,, as I expect to be
around every day in the week for some
years to come. What’s your idea ?”
The man placed his hand on the
lamp-post and looked fixedly at the
third-story windows opposite.
“Oh, well,” observed the boy, “we
won’t quarrel over a trifle. You go
your way and I’U go mine. If you can
stand it to go around town with snch
butes I can stand it to have yon. No
hard feelings, however, yon know?
We are aimply estranged from this
hour, just estranged. We pass by, but

Tra-laP ~

<

ito

is the proper

man

in^

hu

to rid the

E. Hummel,
otiiera failed.

Boonville,Mo. : Cured him when all

A

Alice E. Ohaver, Mt. Storm. W.Va.: T positively
are the best Pills I ever had for

A Most Liberal Offer!
The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Mich.,

G.W. Futcher,Hammonton, N. J.: Effectively cured
Pinwonns.and recommends Radwiy’s Pills in the
highest manner.
49" Send a letter stamp to DR.
£«•* No. R2 Warren Street, New York, for
TaJHe xnd True."
of

offer to send their celebrated Voltaic Belts
and Electric Applianceson thirty days’ trial to
any man afflictedwith Nervous ’Debility, Loss
of Vitality, Manhood, eta Illustratedpamphlets in sealed cnyelopo with full particulars,
mailed free. Write them at onca

__
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RADWAY &

the

country, Reid

ITCH.”

A

foraishad. Write

OP

•Bough on Corns, "bird

or soft

corns, bunions,

Mto

$500

Jmiu& Sadi

MMsA

HaWt Cared In 14 to

—

CATHARTIC.

cents a vial.

'

REWARD

case of catarrh which they
cunnot cure.
If you bare a discharge from
the noee. offensive or other*
for a

ywr

•

^

wise, partial loss of smell, taste,

m

^

etc.

QUici hr Prof. Umtri. law
tr.
Itlartrai*
so
.’.•w iKitain,
ea ur*«i
Drau auisf,
luisf,***
Doimso aad Ntotla
Altai* Mil
Pr.MOUUV.I ln.l.n»U,(J.
A***u
"“ lOadtjlo »*»j- rrotioouv.
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a

.

55 Jon«a Avenue. Atlanta, Ga.

«
Unlimited course. g40. Send for
circulars. Positionsfnmish«d.2UiN. Clark at.. Chii-agn.

House.

Mioa

""

KWe,J^lrM
“ "

evvexs pills.
«,LIO!;* ud
Sold by Drugf lets. 25

" —m
•*

E.
A,
. .

Tho business man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations at tho low price of |2
and *2.50 per day at tho Gault House, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison stroete. This
far-famed hotel is located in tho center of the
city, only one block from tho Union Depot
Elevator;all appointments first-class.
, Horr A Gates, Proprietors.
•Bough on Bata" clears out Bats,

W

tslUsi,

\foUA.i

at the Gault

removad.

j.

xuveo’s LITTLE
ilSaWi LIVER

Yuan Piet,
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jma *re

kmlitin,

Proprietors, C«3 Main StM Buitalo, N.

Soft

and
(tuitions
ValentineBros., Jaaesvl
Ula. Wia,
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World'i Ditpenstry Midictl

GREEN A NON*

HIM
JBEasMatifeg
:
Im H bja
_
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W

Why BufferPiles ? Immediate relief and complote «,i*aV
cure gutusuieuu.
guaranteed./Kuaiur
Ask for “Rough
on niCHe
Plloa.*
IVUUKIl uu
Bure cure for Itching,
itching,protruding, bleeding, or any
any
form of P Has £0* At TYvnmvfata’rvu
“Put Up”

II. II.

Specialists for Thirteen

TELECRAPHY^m. cam

UrlUH
“ROUGH
ON PILES.”
^ Vi.
AAjrjrt.
---- ~
»»»'

im.

It.

“Rough on Itch” cures skin humors, eruptions,
ring worm, tetter, salt rheum, frosted foot, chilblains, itch, ivy poison, barber's itch. 50a jars. per cent. National Pdilximiho Co.. Chicago, 111.

“ROUGH ON CATARRH”

DROPSY

toJiSftot'wenD'dan”10”111 ,yI1,ptom•of dro^
CHICAGO pl!?-idaPnstleI,t*pronounc*db°P«toss by the be* of
LEDGER, the Best Btori Paheh
. Samples worth $1A0. FREE,
ler the hone’s feet. Address
rety Rein Holder, Holly, Mich.

correcta offensive odors at once. Complete curs
of worst chronic cases ; also uuequaleu as gargla
for diphtheria, sore throat, foul breath. 50a

MiSi

FOBVa?3g!

PRICE $1.00,

fiavld Richard. Lunenburg. N. B. : Pilla mch a blessing thit he will take no other.
H. A. Carr, P. M.. Eacambia, Ala. : "Best Pills be

weeds.

“ROUGH ON

b<Sk2nX."m“u"n.'t*Sfd
i°}

/ew i,mpleeof letten we are constantlyreceiv-

•VtoAt^Radway

don’t look like a gent.”

And

IS

an excellent

jams, Jelly,

corner of Wroodward
Were women allowed to vote, every one In
avenue and Congress street and seemed the land who has used Dr. Pierce's “Favorite
Prescription”would vote it to bo an unfailto look far, far away.
remedy for the diseases peculiar to her
“Black yer bates ?” queried a shiner ing
sex. By druggists.
who came across the street.

speak.

M

APPLIED EXTERNALLY,
EFFECTIVB AND BB8T
LINIMENT ON EARTH FOR CURING

IT

the housekeeper of the
health; and a harmless,

He stood on the

don’t

T

Liver, for if the Liver is

specially rapid in their progression, are particularly obstinate and fatal.

No Black.

we

t*coai>Mad it

&o.

.urulp
* 'or
fra. wllh .rtry 41m*
Sra<l nil
7
ra-Faper of WINTER DEBTS thrown In.

Worth

mephitis,albu-menuria, and other maladies
specially incident to them, which, although not

a

^ ^

T»bl»

Pr®y

shot into the herd, which stands still in

PLAINTS, SORE

5IUU1“

O. D. OoLIMAir. Jeffereon,Iowa, nya: " I
tronbied wiU» icaiwy. I uedBrown'iIron Bittorowithmnchbenefiteud
trothfulljrreoom-

and Kraut
---- r;. .
p«p« of >*11

then discharge their fluid into the bladder. A
train of disasters to the system would follow if
these “ashes," so to speak, were not thoroughly
strained off and discharged. This is the case
when the kidneysbecome inactive.Hostetler's
Stomach Hitters,by restoring their activity,not
only keeps open a most importantoutlet for impurities,but preventsdiseases of the kidneys
themselves,whicn, when inert, become liable
R
diabetes, Bright’s disease,

WILL BE FOURS
FOR

IT

THROAT,

tonic*’’

trial.

SUDDEN COLDS, CHILLS, PAINS
IN THE 8TOM/ £ CRAMPS,
SUMMER md BoWEL COM-

mutt uiiaiactorrmulti."

Is Life

me

a

it

A NEVER FAILING CURE

Beware

can be no longer maintained, they trot “surplus” teeth— and certain dental
gently forward; the buffaloesgather formations met with in the jaws in a
together, stare at the intruders for a largo percentage of i cases— back to
moment and then dash away. A race those portionsof the jaw in the animal
of about half a mile takes the pursuers ancestors of man which have disapup to the game; each singles out a peared in the course of ages. — Popular
victim, rides up to its left flank, and Science Monthly.
fires, the pony wheeling sharply off to
An ImportantFunction Stimulated.
avoid any charge from the wounded animal. In
mu this
kuid style
BLviu ui
of nunung
hunting the
kid11®!8 cxerciso most important funchunter has to be close up, almost touch- ! tIonBiwhich are BO wearisome that they tax to
BO tenaciousof
of tho utni08t the fitrengthand endurance of these
ing the animal, for it is so
life that it must be bit in the right buBy little organs. Every breath, every pulsation of the heart, every movement of a limb,
spot. The charge of a wounded buf- every thought,makes waste and necessitates
falo is said to be easily avoided, and the development of new atoms. The used up
in the blood are sifted from it and disaccidentsare rare, although it is a good particles
solved In a watery fluid by the kidneys, which

when near one apparently dying or dead. The professional buffalo hunters use Sharp’s
rifles, which are the most accurate and
powerful, and good for half a mile and

TAKEN INTERNALLY,

relieved."

Instantly

work which we have repeatedlyreferred

rule to be cautious

ever given

a house is the haul,” remarked

tion with

not hesitate to maintain that the ancestors of man possessed a fuller number
of teeth, as long as deductions are jus-

is in view.

everybody everywhere who has

Maij D. M. Horr. Mom«, IB. nji; MI have need

“The most important thing

RECOMMENDED BY

Physicians, Ministers, Missionaries,Managers of Factories, Workshops, Plantations, Nurses in Hospitals— in short,

TONICS, falekly aid eoapletolyCLEANSES
aad ENRICHES THE BLOOD. Qalckens
tki aetloa of Ue Liver and Kldseja.Clean the
complexion, makes the skti aootfa.It does not
injsro tko teeth, cane headache, or prodace con.
tlpatloi—ALL OTHER IKON MEDICINES DO.
PhyMciane aad Drag (Uti everr* hire recommendit,

in the mammalian group. Hence, of us all,” you know.
first of all, it is a reduced dentition.

The hunters then approach carefully to, has successfully followed and pointfrom leeward, keeping as much as pos- ed out cases of atavism or reversionin
sible out of sight. When concealment the human jaw, by tracing dases of

ing a' furniture wagon as it rolled
the street, but he was drunk.

BITTERS

As a rule, lawyers are a brave class of
men. “It’s conscience that makes cowards

for parties who hunt for sport, if ponies those periods from which the jaw of
are at hand, to change their large or- the otocyon has been preserved.Banme,
dinary horses for the smaller and well- our eminent odontologist, iu a recent

_

IS

CoabtalsfIBOH win PUB* fMSTABL*

by

Bazar.

PAIN-KILLER

Assessor — This land seems to be very
fertile. Farmer— Quite so; even if the
crops do fail, the taxes on it always grow.

Instantly Relieved.
Mrs. Ann Lacour, of New Orleans,La., writes: "I
any sentimental considerations. tified from the observations of facts. have a son who has been sick for two years ; he has
been attended by our leadingphysicians,but all to no
To chase the buflalo on foot is a diffi- Our teeth have decreased in number
purpose.This morning he had his usual spell of
cult task, the wildness of the country during the course of our geologico- coughing, and was so greatly prostrated in consemaking the fatigue too great; the zoological development;we have lost quence that death seemed imminent. We had In the
sportsman prefers- to ride when en- on either side, above and below, two house a bottle of DR. WM. HALL'S BALSAM FOR
gaged either in looking for or pursuing incisors, two premolars, and one molar. THE LUNGS, purchased by my husband who noticed
your advertisement. Wo administered it and he wu
nis lordly game. It is not uncommon By this we transfer ourselves back to

stupid, amazed condition. As many
as forty have been thus slain, the hunter
scarcely changing his position. Of
course, in this manner of hunting, the
shooter dismounts, and, like a longrange rifleman, lies down flat. Although the heavy Sharp’s rifles,with
their conical bullets, will go through
anything, yet at these long distances
they are not of necessity immediately
fatal, and the wounded creature has to
be put out of its misery by a nearer
shot. When it comes to a halt, the executionersteps up and aims just behind
the shoulder. The buflalo drops its head,
straddles out its fore-legs, rocks to and
fro, then pitches heavily on its side,
and all is over. The flesh of the cow
or of the calf is good eating, and can
hardly be distinguishedfrom ordinary
beefj The most delicate portion of the
bull is the hump meat, the strip of
meat on each side of the backbone,
which is juicy and tender. It is interesting to remark that a new species
of buffalo is developing in the woody,
precipitous regions of the mountain
ranges; it shuns the open plains, lives
in small herds, and is endowed with
great activity,and is a clear case of the
“survival of the fittest.”—Harper’s

**’PERRY DAVIS”**

made

of the animals in keeping together in
enormous herds made them easy to be
tracked ; they possessed no great speed,
nor did their senses enable them to detect their foe at the distance which modern rifles will carry. The slaughter of
them was thus not difficult, and as their
hides are valuable,and their pasture
grounds were coveted, the Western
ranchman was not likely to be deterred

trained pony when the herd
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•Bough on Toothache.”Instant relief. 15a

WELL'S HAIK BALSAM,
gray, restores to original color. An elegant
dressing,softens and beautifies. No oil nor
grease. A Topic Restorative.Stops hair coming out; strengthens, cleanses, heals scalp, 50a
If

SuiwrllACo,
Tlcitciwn.AUst

mail.

IFRiCiS FRAZER
:clues m
Unedby theteitmannfactiirm
and mechanic* in the world.
Pullman Palace Car Ca. Hawn
t Hamlin Organ * Piano Co.,

“ROUGH ON BILE” PILLS
start the bile, relieve the bilious stomach,thick,
aching head and overloadedbowels. Small grannies, small dose, big results,pleasant in operation,. don't disturb the stomach.25a

as he went down the avenue to
mingle with the madding crowd, the
stranger walked up it as if searching
Get Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners applied
for some quiet nook where he could sit to now boots, and they will never run over.
and converse with his soul,— Detroit
Piso’fl Remedy for Catarrh is agreeable to
Free Frees.
ue. It Is not i liquid or a snuff. 60c.
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Jin* trork.

AXLE GREASE.

A

Life Expertenee. Remarkable and

quick cures. Trial Packages. Consultation and Books by Hall FREE. Address

Pr.

WARD

db CO.,

Louldlana.Mo.

At the New OrUana Expo*!tlon, joint* made with it endured a telling atrain of over
1

Pounds
TO A SQUAB* INCH.
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TWO GOLD MEDALS.
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Active, Pushing and EeliaUe.

We

H. Walsh can always be relied upon to
carry in stock the purest and best goods,
and sustain the reputation of being active
pushing and reliable,by recommending

Defy Competifa

and wish to announce that we have a large
and carefullyselectedstock of

articles,with

well establishedmerit and
popular. Having the agency
for the celebratedDr. King’s New Discovery for consumption,colds and coughs,
will sell It on a positive guarantee. It
will surely cure any and every aflection
of throat, lungs, or chest, and in order to
prove our claim, we ask you to cali and
gel a trial bottle free.
such

We Have Moved

as are

MEN'S

Store two doors west of the

Poet Office,where we have added

BOYS

and

New

to our

to our stock of

CLOTHING! Boots, Shoes,

THAT

-

A Card.

s

m

ETC. ETC.

The Choicest and Best Pat-

To all who are sufferingfrom the errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., I
will send a recipe that will cure you,
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionaryin South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New York City.
26-ly

terns put into Ready-Made

an especially large and stylishline of

Clothing can be found at our
Store,

NO SHOP

Bucklen’sArnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,

POWDER

WORN GOODS
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York.
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VAXITr OF LTO.5ARY LIONS.

$1000

The Franknessof the Frenchman and the
Morosenessof the Briton.

IF SOT

There is a nameless charm about thq
open vanity of a Frenchman, especially
of a French literary man whose little
coterio regards him as a lion or a god
with a small, small g. It is the innocent vanity of a chUd who has been
washed and brnshed and put on a new

Our Prices.

of the Latest Stales.

Wan duren

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

vovl a cinzrra.

Addwi BUSGHART B&0&, Sole AgenU,

18# Filth

Avenue,

XUDUPAXXj

i

AT

j

Have on band

of his class.

Hi

there is left for nuu a a Turkish bath
that shall sen i the reno.se only known
to

Aha Valley nf Oblivion. -.Vctn

Graphic.

The largest assortment of
:m: o isr r> n i 3nt

o s

Old Stove.

With honest and

their

dealing he hopes to retain

fair

newones11810111618 °f lhe 8t0re and oblaln

maDy

Bosman

A. B.

keep on hand a large assortment of

Goods will be delivered to
part of the city free of
charge.

SPECTACLES any

Will supply

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
the Goods are warranted

Give me a Call.

to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repatrirgand en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No

bollard. Mich.. July 23.

0.

Spring Stock of

Holland, Mich., May

l^E-WERKiU2;-

Fire Becks

BREYMAN.

12,

1884.

-

BIILY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS

-^TKE LIGHT RUNNINGS©

To

fit

every kind of a stove

yon can get a

A Good Clean Shaye.
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo*

Dry Goods,
Dress Goods,

at

Woolens & Cottons,

and put them in at very
low figure?.

any time.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Table Linens,

Ladien hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
fashion.

and Towels.
FIBST-CLASS T01LIT

WATEB FOB

no^D.Mlch..

Hosiery and Underwear.

SALE

!

SfM0ART£L'

md: With

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

Us!

and White Goods.

New
A

Spring Styles of Hats
Full Stock

of Groceries.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

Holland, Mich., April 10, 1880.

A. B.

SEWING-MACHINE E.
HAS NO EQUAL

GOOD NEWS

Ksw Hue

Sewifli

Made

Co.

Atlanta,

6a.

Dallas,

Tex.

Honest Prices!

San Franclico, Cal.

LADIES.

HI

Has a large number of

PERFECT SATISFACTION Honest Goods
-ORANGE, MASS.-

’

Teas

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.
DEALERS

STOVES

in the city, always on hand.

IN

Furniture, Wall Paper, Repairing promptly and
neatly done.
CARPETS. ETC.
Holland,
Michigan.

- -

5Q-6m

NO.

THAN EVER BEFORE!

M

JbiJ,

aJ

lacline
—dealer

make prices on Oils

that will astonish you.

buy the
ii-lliis

in

a

1

in

ESTIMATES
for

WATER PIPES

Work

for all parties desiring the

made

7

D»”otro^''b«
_

.

_

Cemetery
TRADE,

Work

of all kinds neatly executed.

to

and sell them at prices

K. N.Dx
th,

:

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS

and put in

Hollakd. Mich., Ang.

’

<Tn-.

.

25,1885. 80-ly

Drive Wells

put in and repaired.

MfiRKLL,

rEtc.

bought and sold by

kinds of

to Cisterns, and

suit theftimes.

7

A
Of every description

give Satisfaction.

York
Holland, MicN., May

Second-Hand Goods

up residences lor

All

DRUGS and MEDICINES AimWorOVarranted
the city,

fit

Hot and Cold Wntor!

have., complete

_

Ai iijkeptin

same.

to order.
Will

While w- arc at present

_

putting in

peeling,

u»

Bargains.

connection with the Holland City Water W’orks
we are ready to make

cracking or chalking off.

CROWDING THE PAINT

1886.

And Secure
PLUMBING
MONUMENTS,

All kinds of Building
ita

HEROLD.

20,

GRANITE AND MARBLE

Paint

have not had one complaint of

wil] sell cheap.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

prove the quality of these Paints, we would
state that the paint put on buildings
four years ago has given

We

Which he

EIGHTH STREET.

Holland, Mich., March

—

>

ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

46,

E.

R.N.DgMERELL,

OILS.
will

Second-Hand

BEST S3.00 SHOE

GmtMt

inducements erer offered. Now’s yoar time to set np
orders for our celebrated

Bosman

HEBOID'S

30 Union Square,N.Y. Chicago,III St.Louli.Mo.

i...W.»:bu»it¥
s th.
the
i. a

For your

trouble to show Goods.

Van Potten & Sons

'

.

also

All

CHICAGO.

H. WALSH’S.
n TT ra
n n

.

ii

a

and a
This Clfw will »roT«Mr*pr*Knt»<l
Aodwillb«atN£
itrolytdT*nU*d la crery town ter Ur# detkn who wUI
tppnciAM iu tocrlu and pub it aooordlngly.

flight, is the

=,

!

Flour and Feed,

I

I

v.i

Store

Crockery,

ever displayed in this city.

:

earn*-

Cheap Cash

The undersignedbn* purchased the store and
M. Jonkinan, on River street,

i

We

Eu. u•

Otto Breyman

sonable Prices.

while ho exemplifiedthe truth in his
own person. He was vain to the last,
and in his decrepitude sniffed flattery
as though he qu .fled the nectar of the
gods. Mme. de Stool, who for her in. teUect was banished from France by
Bonaparte, w .< lecidedlyugly;but, like
Curran, one
ot her ugliness in her
wit She a •: v-wledged that she would
To
give half
-.itellect for the gift of
beauty. Victer Hugo, “the master,”as
Swinburne and his Anglo-French school
call him, is for all his intellect a poseur

nauseous and noxious Emil
Zola, t ic an: ’.or of “Nana” and similar
litemr.ting i>i‘eouhl?, “Wha
: ’vj? My works ar
iv. from China to Peru
more famous if I try.

PHOENIX

ll-Sm.

and Glassware,

Voltaire, that essence of the typical modem Frenchman,proclaimed that vanity
was the last passion that deserted us,

a

Stove

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

young, and complained that he could
not walk the streets of Paris without
being audibly pointed out as the author
of the “Dame aux Camellias.” Consequently, in a Frenchman’sfit, he for a
time ceased walking in the streets.

many

1886.

15.

New

19-tf.

-dealerin-

BfdU

here, to descend

Holland. Mich., April

1886.

9,

Siheraa Plattdra, and Fane? Hoods,

than among English men of letters.
But the French vanity is delicious.

A:;.’,

Holland. Mich., June

FILLMORE BIRD.

HAVANA FILLER.

essary camaraderie among literary
Frenchmen. The academy is only open

of the first w i*'*r. literary Turveydrop

US.

&

Franca” Perhaps the French Acad-

Alexandre Dumas pere prided himself
as much on his cooking as ou his novels.
Later in life he employed a company to finish the novels of which he
gave the ground plan and to which he
.contributed the finishing strokes that
stomped them with the brand of Alexandre Dumas et Cia He would not
acknowledgehis son, the present Dumas, until the latter forced himself on his
notice and proved himself worthy of
his sire by w riting the “Dame aux Camellias,” better known in the English
world as “Camille.”That story, drama
and opera has made and wrecked the
fortunes of more “leadiug ladies” and
prime donne on the dramatic and operatic stage than all other dramas and op-

CALL AND SEE

DIAMONDS,

emy, the high realm of the immortals
in the republic of French letters,
helps to clear the air and create a nec-

to Frenchmen of established literary
renown, whatever be their thought or
mode of thougt, so long as its expreseion is accepted as worthy of a French
classic. So, clericals and atheists
sit cheek by jowl, and discuss matters
as of old in the Athenian groves, where
no faith was. At all events, there is
less literary jealousy among French

The Popular Boot and Shoe Dealers.

w

forfeit

bkos.,

Jewelry, Watches-

G.
be continued ad infinitum, illustrating
a certain coarseness and unworthy
jealousy on the part of English men
of letters.But, to use the old saying,
they “manage these tilings better in

89-48

Will give you a

stock of goods of

dress. It has nothing of the morose
jealousy of the English or Scotch or
American literary lion, who poses in
Indifferencewhile secretly devoured
with the desire of recognition and attacked with bilious fever at the very
shadow of a suppose! rival. Carlyle
hated every living contemporary, male
or female. Bnlwer in his early days
hated Tennyson. Tennyson resented
criticism as a wound. Lewes carefully
removed adverse criticismsfrom the
sight of George Eliot. Disraeli
stamped Hayward, his severest literary
critic, as the type of all critics— the
man who had failed in literature and
art. It was a scientific stab, and
Goodwin Smith rushed into print at
once, eager to resent an imputation
that was never intended for him, but
which he violently and ridicuously
claimed as his own. Charles Reade
was more famed for his libel suits than
for his novels, bringing every one be-

in fact.

BOSMAN

A. B.

Call and See Us and Learn

New Goods and

All

Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. strength and whoIesomeneFS. More economical
For sale by H. Walsh, Holland,and A. than the ordinary kinds, aud cannot be sold In
competition with the mnltitnde of low test, short
De Krulf, Zeeland, Mich.
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Rotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wali-st,
.

Gents' Shoes.

'

Absolutely Pure.

r

&

Ladies’

•

Give ns a call.
VAN LANDjsuEND & KEHKHOF,

Hollakd, Mich., Jnne

19,

1885. ‘

.

A. B.

Bosman

